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Experimenta Recharge: 6th International Biennial of Media Art, 2014 (installation view, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne)

EXPERIMENTA OPERATES AT THE INTERSECTION OF CREATIVITY AND TECHNOLOGY. WE PROVIDE A UNIQUE CONTEXT FOR
CREATION AND EXPERIMENTATION. WE ARE AN INCUBATOR FOR CREATIVITY AND RISK, WHERE ARTISTS ACTIVELY ENGAGE WITH
CONTEMPORARY CULTURE. EXPERIMENTA CHALLENGES CONVENTION, CELEBRATES THE MAVERICK, EDUCATES AND LEADS
INDUSTRY DISCUSSION, AND ENCOURAGES COLLABORATION.
Source: Experimenta website http://www.experimenta.org/about-us.html

»» INTRODUCING EXPERIMENTA

Established in 1986 to support artists working with film
and screen based media, Experimenta continues to lead
the way in presenting experimental contemporary arts that
engage with technology, media, science and other disciplines, providing unique experiences for our audiences.
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Experimenta is Australia’s leading organisation dedicated to the production, promotion and presentation
of Australian contemporary media art. Experimenta is
committed to growing audiences for Australian media
art by providing exhibition and development opportunities for Australian artists. Since 1986, Experimenta has
transformed public spaces, exhibition venues and other
environments into captivating, interactive, and thought
provoking destinations. The artworks shown worldwide by
Experimenta are always evocative, intriguing and uniquely
multi-sensory and confirm Australia’s place at the forefront
of technical and artistic innovation.

Experimenta is the only agency in Australia solely dedicated to presenting and commissioning media art in Australia.
Experimenta commissions and supports artists to make
new work and present it in the context of a major curated,
international biennial exhibition that tours Australia for up
to two years. Additional events supporting the exhibition
during the year include symposia, artist talks, workshops,
film screenings and other collaborations.
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Maitha Demithan. To The Moon 2009. scanography. 180 x 122 cm. Image courtesy the artist and Tashkeel, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. © the artist

»» WHAT IS MEDIA ART?

»» ABOUT THIS STUDY GUIDE

Media art was born from developments in computer technology that made possible for artists a far wider interplay
between disparate technologies and disciplines. Media art
is inherently multidisciplinary. It is a broad genre of art that
encompasses all art using technology including digital art,
interactive art, internet art, robotics, moving image, video
art, computer art, sound art and animation. Media art can
be wearable, interactive, immersive and balanced on the
edge of science and art. Media art often involves emerging
artistic practices and innovation, and sometimes engages
the audience in active participation. Media artists often
take existing and accessible technologies – such as those
used at home or at school – and explore and imagine new
creative possibilities and applications. Media artists often
come from diverse fields of expertise such as fine art,
design, computer and software engineering, sound art,
electronic music and science.

This resource is designed to complement a visit to the
Experimenta Recharge: 6th International Biennial of Media
Art exhibition and has been developed for primary and
secondary teachers and students to enable exploration
and learning before, during and after their exhibition visit.
This study guide expands on the exhibition themes, the
artists, their artworks, and the technology and techniques
involved in their creation. It supports the information about
artists and their works, essays and other resources in the
Experimenta Recharge exhibition catalogue.

•
•
•
•
•

The Arts
English
Science
Humanities and Social Sciences
Technologies

Access the Australian Curriculum online for relevant content descriptions and achievement standards: http://www.
australiancurriculum.edu.au/.
The Experimenta Recharge study guide provides information
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There seem to be endless possibilities for artists and
audiences to engage with one another, to participate and
interact, to respond and to transform as they grapple with
ideas, create meanings and build experiences through
media art.

The Experimenta Recharge exhibition and study guide offers many opportunities to promote Australian Curriculum
Learning Areas, General Capabilities and Cross-curriculum
priorities.
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and suggestions for learning activities in Years 11 and 12 in
Art, Media, Studio Arts and Visual Communication Design.
Teachers are advised to access the senior curriculum syllabus documents for their state or territory.
Through viewing the exhibition students are encouraged to:
•
•

•
•
•

Visually analyse and respond to media art works in the
exhibition.
Explore the range of media and materials available to
contemporary artists and how the way artists use media and materials may contribute to our understanding
of their work.
Consider the issues of display, presentation and context involved in the presentation of media art.
Use works in the exhibition as a starting point for their
own creative investigations and production of artworks.
Research the work of other artists (both contemporary
and past) whose work engages with similar mediums,
themes and ideas.

The information, activities and discussion points in this
guide, reference key selected artworks from the Experimenta
Recharge exhibition. Teachers are encouraged to choose a
range of artworks from the study guide for their students to
engage with and to select from the suggested discussion
points and activities those that best meet their students’ interests, developmental and learning needs, and the focus of
their curriculum. Teachers are also encouraged to adapt and
build upon resources, activities and discussion points.
Images, activities and discussion points for selected artworks from the exhibition are provided to assist with:
•
•
•
•

preparation prior to an exhibition visit - (Prepare)
exploring the works during an exhibition visit - (Explore)
engaging students in post-visit reflections and enquiry
- (Reflect and Respond)
encouraging creative expression - (Make)

Observation sheets for primary and secondary students
have been created to guide students’ engagement and exploration of the artworks featured in Experimenta Recharge.
Teachers may choose to make multiple copies of the relevant observation sheet prior to visiting the exhibition.
Recommended age groups:
-- Middle and Upper Primary: Year 3 – Year 6
-- Junior and Middle Secondary: Year 7 – Year 10
-- Senior Secondary: Year 11 – Year 12
This guide provides recommendations to assist teachers to
identify artworks that are appropriate for their students.

•
•

Suitability of exhibition content and subject matter for
the year level you plan to bring.
Whether staff are available to give an introductory talk.

Svenja Kratz. The Contamination of Alice: Instance #8 (detail) 2014.
plaster, glass, steel, MDF, diffused LED lighting, Raspberry Pi micro
computer, Agar-agar, nutrients, Saos-2 cells DNA, perspex, sand,
mini projector, video, sound. 153 x 103 x 75 cm. Image courtesy
RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist.
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Before visiting Experimenta Recharge it is suggested that
you contact gallery staff to determine the following:
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Above: Experimenta Recharge: 6th International Biennial of Media Art, 2014 (installation view, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne)

•

Opening hours, transport and parking options, cloakroom facilities and whether admission fees apply.

If possible, teachers are advised to preview Experimenta
Recharge prior to bringing students to see the exhibition.

»» AN INTRODUCTION TO
EXPERIMENTA RECHARGE
‘The artists in the Experimenta 6th International Biennial
of Media Art are alert to both the intimate and the broader
cultural contexts through which they move and live. By
listening, watching, thinking and making, they recharge
knowledge and meaning systems, reinvigorating these systems or radically transforming them.’ - Jonathan Parsons,
Artistic Director
Experimenta Recharge: the 6th International Biennial of
Media Art, focuses on artists whose work is consciously
inspired by and entangled with the past and who use the
most contemporary of tools. Experimenta Recharge asks
does knowledge change when it is presented in different
cultural contexts and technological forms? Through processes of experimentation, and by producing unconventional perspectives, can artists illuminate existing knowledge and meaning for a new generation? Can an artwork
lead us to new modes of consciousness?

Featuring five new commissions, the exhibition presents
works from more than twenty artists from across Australia

Launched in Melbourne, Experimenta Recharge then tours
Australia for two consecutive years. A series of public
programs, educational and professional development talks
and activities will be presented with the exhibition.
•

Watch ‘Experimenta Recharge 6th International
Biennial of Media Art - Opening at RMIT Gallery
2014’ on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=gTagAvIbvv0

Artistic Director and Curator: Jonathan Parsons
Associate Curators: Elise Routledge and Lubi Thomas

»» EXPLORING MEDIA ART
Some artworks don’t change. The artwork is exactly the
same before you arrive to examine it and it remains the
same after you walk away from it. Media art, however
may be presented in the form of an installation, may be
interactive and tends to be time based, changing from one
moment to the next.
1. Make a list of artworks that are ‘exactly the same
before you arrive to examine it and it remains the same
after you walk away from it’.
2. What is an installation? Have you ever viewed an
installation?
3. What is meant by time-based art? Have you ever
viewed a piece of time-based art?
4. What makes an artwork interactive? How does it make
you feel to be able to touch, hear or interact with an
artwork in an exhibition rather than simply look at it?
5. Have you been to a media art exhibition before, especially one with interactive art? If so, how was your
experience similar to or different from visits to galleries
with traditional displays of paintings and sculpture?
6. If you have previously engaged with a media art exhibition, describe how some of the artworks have used or
explored the elements of space, time, light, motion,
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Experimenta Recharge presents the work of artists who
employ, critique and experiment with media and technology. Media art is inherently multidisciplinary, born out of
the processing power of computer technology that made
possible, for the first time, a substantial interplay between
various media and practices. For the 6th International
Biennial of Media Art, Artistic Director Jonathan Parsons
has selected works that draw from photography, biology,
sculpture and installation, electromagnetics, sound art, robotics, gaming, dance, the world-wide-web, performance,
3D printing, animation, film, video, and analogue television.

and international artists from Brazil, Germany, Japan, The
Netherlands, UAE and USA.
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Khaled Sabsabi. 70,000 Veils (installation view, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne) 2014. 100-channel digital video, 100 LCD monitors,
3D glasses, sound dimensions variable. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist.

colour and sound.
7. If you have never been to a media art exhibition and
interacted with artworks that respond to your presence
and touch, what do you expect to see when you visit
Experimenta Recharge?
8. Artists exhibit their artworks in many countries throughout the world. In the case of media art the exhibition of
work may be quite complicated, involving the artists,
curators, electricians and often other technicians. How
do you think this affects where Experimenta Recharge
can be exhibited?
9. Do you think media artworks translate from the cultural
context in which they were made to other cultural contexts? Give examples to support your opinions.

»» BEFORE YOU VISIT
EXPERIMENTA RECHARGE
Experimenta Recharge aims to be contemporary, inviting,
interactive, leaving a lasting impression on people and
encouraging contemplation and reflection.
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

»» AT THE EXHIBITION
Experimenta Recharge provides an opportunity for visitors to explore diverse artworks as they engage with the
works of talented Australian and international artists. As
you engage with each one, consider how it explores the
exhibition’s theme.
During your visit to Experimenta Recharge, take the time to
observe how audiences interact with artworks. Make notes
about your observations, and comment on relationships
between the artworks and audiences, the selection of
spaces for artworks, and their impact or effect on audience
engagement and on meanings.
Suggest that students think about the placement of each
artwork. Explore how the placement of a work enhances or
contributes to the audience’s experience of that work.
Some points to consider:
•
•

•
•

•

Is the work near the entrance, in a separate room or
placed in a particular way?
What is near the work? How does the placement of
one work in relation to other works affect your experience with each piece? Do they enhance each other or
detract from one another?
Do works that are placed near to each other have some
relationship? If so, what is it?
Do all the works have something in common? Do
selected works have things in common? If so, explain
what you mean. What are the differences between the
works?
How and why do you think decisions were made about
the placement of each work?
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•
•
•

What do you expect to see at the exhibition?
Experimenta Recharge explores many key concepts
and ideas. These include:
the link between art, technology and science
the representation and transformation of knowledge
cultural context
Can artwork lead us to new modes of consciousness?
role of artist to change our understanding of the world
The sixth biennial Experimenta exhibition is titled
Experimenta Recharge.
Brainstorm as a class the meaning of the word
‘recharge’.
What does the word recharge mean to you?
When do people use the word recharge?
What do you recharge?
Spend time as a class discussing why the title
Experimenta Recharge may have been chosen for the
exhibition?
Visit Experimenta Recharge online at http://experimenta.

org/recharge/. Spend time exploring the website and
become familiar with the website’s content. Learn about
Experimenta and Experimenta Recharge. Locate information about the Experimenta Recharge artists and
artworks.
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PRIMARY SCHOOL
OBSERVATION SHEET.
I SEE…., I THINK…., I WONDER…..
Use this observation sheet to take notes about the Experimenta Recharge artworks.
Take a photo or make a sketch to help you remember the artwork when you return to school.

Artist Name:
Title and Date of Artwork:
I see….
(Describe what you see and/or hear
when you are focused on the artwork)

I think….
(Describe what you think the
artist is trying to say)

I wonder….
(Describe how you think the artist
created the artwork)

Describe how you interacted with the artwork:

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015
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SECONDARY SCHOOL
OBSERVATION SHEET. PAGE ONE.
ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
Use this observation sheet to take notes about the Experimenta Recharge artworks.
Take a photo to help you remember the artwork when you return to school.

Artist Name:
Title and Date of Artwork:
FORMAL FRAMEWORK

PERSONAL FRAMEWORK

CULTURAL FRAMEWORK

CONTEMPORARY FRAMEWORK

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015
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SECONDARY SCHOOL
OBSERVATION SHEET. PAGE TWO.
FORMAL FRAMEWORK
The Formal Framework is used to analyse how an artwork’s
formal elements and principles contribute to its meanings and
messages.
•

•
•
•

How have the formal elements of line, colour, tone, texture,
shape, sound and form including focal point and space
been applied by the artist and to what effect?
How do these qualities contribute to the meanings and
messages of the work?
What materials and techniques have been used?
How have the use of these shaped or affected the

•
•
•

interpretation?
What are the distinctive stylistic qualities of the artwork and
how do they contribute to meaning?
How does the work relate to other works in a similar style
or from the same historical period or cultural background?
What physical aspects or presentation of the artwork contain symbolic meaning and use of metaphor?
(This may include the use of formal art elements, the compositional arrangement of figures or objects, the medium
or the technique used by the artist, the style in which it is
created.)

PERSONAL FRAMEWORK
The Personal Framework is used to interpret how an artist’s experiences, feelings, thinking and/or personal philosophy can be
reflected in an artwork. It can also be used to gain awareness
of the effect of the viewer’s cultural background and experience on the interpretation of the artwork.
•

•

What relationship does the artwork have to the artist’s
life and experiences? What visual evidence supports this
reading?
Has the artist used a specific process or practice in creating the artwork that may reflect their personal philosophy

•

•
•

and ideas?
How is the artwork linked to people, places or experiences
of personal significance to the artist such as the artist’s
personal feelings, thinking, aspirations, beliefs, desires
(conscious or subconscious) or preoccupations, or to
memories, dreams or personal world of fantasy?
How does the experience and background of the viewer
affect the interpretation of the artwork?
What are the symbols or metaphors explored or utilised in
the artwork?

CULTURAL FRAMEWORK
The Cultural Framework is used to identify the influences on
an artwork of the time, place, purpose, cultural and political
settings in which it was made. These influences may include
historical, political, social, socio-economic, religious contexts
as well as aspects of ethnicity and gender.
•
•

How do the social, political, cultural or religious contexts of
the artwork contribute to its meaning?
How have historical or contemporary events shaped the

•

•
•

intention of the artist or our understanding of the artwork’s
meaning?
How do gender values reflect the social context of the time
the artwork was produced? How do these values compare
to the values of today?
How does the physical placement of artworks affect their
interpretation?
How does the cultural background of the viewer influence
the interpretation of an artwork?

CONTEMPORARY FRAMEWORK

•

•

How have contemporary art ideas and issues challenged traditional understandings of artworks and their
significance?
How does the choice or presentation of subject matter
or medium, materials and techniques reflect or challenge

•

•

artistic or social traditions?
What is the impact of dynamic media applications and
other emerging art forms on the viewer such as video,
digital, projection, installation, interactive, street art, sound
and performance art? How do these art forms differ from
traditional ideas of viewing and experiencing object-based
art in museums and galleries?
How might artworks of the past take on new or different meanings, in the context of contemporary ideas and
issues?
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The Contemporary Framework is used to examine an artwork,
irrespective of when it was created, in the context of contemporary art ideas and issues. For the purpose of this study
contemporary art ideas and issues are those originating in the
late twentieth century onwards.
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»» AFTER YOUR VISIT TO EXPERIMENTA RECHARGE
Share and discuss the responses recorded
by students while they were at the
exhibition.

SUGGESTED PROMPTS

•

• What did you like most/least about the exhibition?
• What surprised you about the exhibition and why were
you surprised?

•

• What shocked you and why were you shocked?
• What other reactions did you have? What created
these reactions?

• Which of the works would you most like to have in your

•

do you think decisions may have been made about the
location of works in relation to one another? Do you
think the curators expected each visitor would start
at the beginning and move around the exhibition in a
particular order? Why or why not?
Select two or three of the artworks you engaged with
at the Experimenta Recharge exhibition and identify
the ideas, meanings and messages the artists are
exploring.
Imagine you have been commissioned to make an
artwork for Experimenta Recharge. Submit a design
proposal that describes and explains your concept.
Create your own artwork, utilising one of the
techniques employed by an artist in the exhibition.

own home? Why?

• Having engaged with the exhibition, revisit your

•

•

•

•

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
1. Select one of the Experimenta Recharge artworks as
your focus. Your task is to write a detailed analysis or a
review of the artwork. Draw on the notes that you have
already made. Your analysis may be presented as an
alternative wall text for the artwork. Wall text is the text
that is written by the curator of an exhibition and usually
appears next to the artwork on the wall of the gallery.
or
Your analysis may be presented as a review of the
artwork that would appear in the arts section of a
newspaper or periodical for a general audience or in an
art periodical.
2. Select one of the Experimenta Recharge artists as your
focus. Your task is to present a capsule exhibition or
a catalogue of the artist’s work. A capsule exhibition
is a selection of artworks that are in some way definitive. A catalogue is a printed list of exhibits. Use the
internet to research the artist that you have selected.
Your response should provide a biography of the artist,
an overview of the artist’s work and five examples of
the artist’s work. For each artwork selected provide a
commentary that explores the artwork’s composition,
meaning and message.
3. Experimenta Recharge is an exhibition of contemporary
media art. Some of the artworks featured in the
exhibition are new works; others were created in 2012
and 2013. The oldest artwork featured in the exhibition
is teamLab’s 100 years sea (Running time: 100 years)
which was created in 2009.
Your task is to investigate media art from another
decade. Begin by choosing a decade. Use print and
electronic texts to identify significant examples of
the decade’s media artists and media art. Compile a
PowerPoint to present your findings. The design of the
PowerPoint should reflect the content of the PowerPoint.
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•

response to the question: Why is the exhibition titled
Experimenta Recharge? Do you need to change your
response to this question?
Experimenta Recharge asks: Does knowledge change
when it is presented in different cultural contexts and
technological forms? What is your answer now that you
have seen the exhibition?
Take a photograph or sketch your favorite artwork. Write
a description beneath the image describing what the
artwork is about, how it works, how it makes you feel,
what it makes you think and what it is that you like about
it.
Do you think any of the artworks you engaged with
encouraged you to change the way you think about
or perceive the world? If so, explain how the various
artists’ use of media technology, materials and choice
of content helped to influence you.
Artists can select from a variety of media and materials
to represent and express their ideas.
-- Describe some of the ways that technology has
changed the way we live. Discuss why artists might
be inspired to explore the creative possibilities of
everyday technologies.
-- What things might influence an artist’s choice of
materials, media or artistic techniques?
-- Record specific technologies used by artists in the
Experimenta Recharge exhibition.
-- Use a highlighter to identify technologies you
use regularly at home or at school. Discuss
similarities and differences between your use of the
technologies and the artists’ uses.
-- How many of your listed technologies were available
when your parents, guardians or grandparents went
to school?
-- As a class, brainstorm different kinds of media art
you could create with the technology available to you
at school or at home.
List criteria the curators may have used in making
decisions about works to include in the exhibition. How
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given to British computer scientist, Tim Berners Lee. Lee
is credited as the inventor of the World Wide Web.

1 [NETHERLANDS]

LA SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME

ARTWORK INFORMATION
SKOR Codex 2012. book,
prints. book: 21.6 x 27.9 cm.
prints: 84.1 x 118.9 cm
SKOR Codex is a printed
book that contains binary
encoded image and sound
files from the website of
the Foundation for Art and
Public Domain (SKOR),
a public art organisation
whose funding was cut by
the Dutch government in
2013. The files in SKOR
Codex are protected from
bitrot, software decay and
hardware failure by recording
information through ink
on paper. Instructions in a
symbolic language explain
the origin of the book and
indicate how the content is
to be decoded. La Société
Anonyme note that ‘the
book will be decoded only
if there will be advanced

civilizations on earth in
the far future. But the
launching of this ‘bottle’
into the cosmic ‘ocean’ says
something very hopeful
about art on this planet.’
Thus the record is best
seen as a time capsule and
a statement rather than an
attempt to preserve SKOR
for future art historians.
This work speaks to the
challenges of archiving in the
digital age where twentyone complete copies of the
Gutenburg Bible are still in
existence but no examples of
the first websites produced
exist. Eight copies of SKOR
Codex were produced,
and have been collected by
internationally significant
archives. At the conclusion
of Experimenta Recharge, this
copy of SKOR Codex will be
donated to the State Library
of Victoria.

PREPARE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXPLORE
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about SKOR Codex, what is the
intended meaning and message of the artwork?
Explain why La Société Anonyme titled the artwork
SKOR Codex.
Explain how SKOR Codex relates to the thematic focus
of Experimenta Recharge.
What is a société anonyme? Who are La Société
Anonyme? Why do they exist?
Drawing on your knowledge of what a codex is, explain
why SKOR Codex is an example of a codex.
What other artworks in the exhibition are concerned
with archiving knowledge? What do the artworks have
in common? How do the artworks differ?
SKOR Codex is based on NASA’s Voyager Golden
Records, a series of phonograph records that were
aboard two Voyager spacecrafts which were launched
in 1977. It is also influenced by the Gutenberg Bible.
The Gutenberg Bible was the first major book printed
in the western world using movable type. It marked the
start of the Gutenberg Revolution and the age of the
printed book in the Western world. Locate information
about both texts and then use this information to
explain how these texts have inspired SKOR Codex.
Explain the relationship between SKOR Codex and the
implications of digital storage. What issues does SKOR
Codex raise about the preservation of media art.
Most artists sell their work to galleries or private
collectors. Why do you think La Société Anonyme have
decided to donate SKOR Codex to individuals and
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• Recommended age groups: Middle and upper
primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: codex,
collective, time capsule, future generation, binary code,
archive, Gutenberg Bible
• Did you know?: A copy of SKOR Codex has been

Describe your immediate response to SKOR Codex.
Explain your response by making specific reference to
the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by La
Société Anonyme to create SKOR Codex.
Describe the way SKOR Codex has been installed in
the exhibition space. How does the placement of the
artwork affect audience response?
What is the time frame of SKOR Codex?

REFLECT AND RESPOND

•

La Société Anonyme is an artist’s collective born from the
ashes of the Dutch 2013 funding cuts to the arts. They are
an avant-garde art collective with a corporate twist après
la lettre, La Société Anonyme launched its first work in July
2012: The SKOR Codex, a book preserving the legacy
of one of the Netherlands’ perishing art organisations for
the distant future. Adopting an experimental model of
artistic corporation, La Société Anonyme responds to the
commodification of culture by searching for alternative ways
to make, promote and sustain art. La Société Anonyme is
represented by Dušan Barok, Danny van der Kleij, Aymeric
Mansoux, and Marloes de Valk. The SKOR Codex won
a ‘New Face Award’ at the Japanese Media Arts Festival
2014, and is currently archived at the Royal Library, The
Hague (NL), The Rietveld Academy Archive, Amsterdam
(NL), Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (FR), The Open Data
Institute, London (UK), The National Art Center, Tokyo
(JP) and the State Library of Victoria (AU) (2016, at the
conclusion of the Experimenta Recharge national tour).

What is a time capsule?
What is the meaning of the word ‘archive’?
List the advantages and disadvantages of digital
archives.
How is your personal history and your family’s history
archived?
Why is it important to archive knowledge for future
generations?
What is a codex?
What is a binary code?
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La Société Anonyme. SKOR Codex (detail) 2012. book, prints. Book: 21.6 x 27.9cm, prints: 84.1 x 118.9cm. Image
courtesy La Société Anonyme and the National Library of the Netherlands, ‘Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Den Haag, 2299
R 20”. All images of the SKOR Codex are in the public domain under the CC0 creative commons license.
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•

institutions?
La Société Anonyme’s goal is to make, promote and
sustain art in alternative ways. Does SKOR Codex fulfil
this goal?

MAKE
The SKOR Codex is an archive of SKOR’s 30 year history.
It contains binary encoded image and sound files selected
to portray the diversity of life and culture at SKOR. Make
an archive of your history. What knowledge do you want to
share with a future generation? Like La Société Anonyme
consider how to archive your history as art.

USEFUL LINKS
http://societeanonyme.la/
http://www.rmit.edu.au/media-objects/rmit-images/
rmit-gallery-only/la-societe-anonyme/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4moB8xKc3aM
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Yunkurra Billy Atkins and Sohan Ariel Hayes. Cannibal Story, 2013. Digital animation. 6:52 mins.
Image courtesy the artists and Martumili Arts Centre. © the artists.

2

YUNKURRA BILLY
ATKINS & SOHAN
ARIEL HAYES (AUSTRALIA)

ARTWORK INFORMATION
country primarily through
his beguiling paintings
and carvings. Cannibal
Story represents his first
venture into animation.
Kumpupirntily (Lake
Disappointment) is the
dangerous heart of Martu
country in the Western
Desert, in the Pilbara
region of Western Australia.
Yunkurra Billy Atkins
describes Kumpupirntily as
follows: ‘It’s dangerous, that
country. I’m telling you that
that cannibal mob is out
there and they are no good.’
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Cannibal Story 2013
digital animation
6.52 mins
Courtesy the artist and
Martumili Arts Centre
Martu elder Yunkurra Billy
Atkins’ collaboration with
award winning animator
Sohan Ariel Hayes retells an
ancient story as a startling
digital animation, opening
the door to the past for a
new generation of audiences.
Yunkurra Billy Atkins is a
great story-teller, sharing the
dark narratives that score his

YUNKURRA BILLY ATKINS
Born c. 1940, Palarji (Well 9), Canning Stock Route,
Western Australia. Putijarra language group, Purungu
skin group. Lives and works Jigalong and Newman, WA,
Australia.
Yunkurra is a senior Martu artist and lawman from Western
Australia known for his paintings and carvings. Yunkurra
grew up in the country around Wiluna and holds significant
knowledge about important Martu places and culture. When
he was a child, Yunkurra narrowly escaped being stolen
by missionaries, while his sister was taken away and her
story told in the 2002 film, Rabbit-Proof Fence. He has
been instrumental in the establishment of Martumili Artists,
a collective that showcases the diversity, integrity and
strength of Martu culture.
Yunkurra’s work was ‘Highly Commended’ in the 2003
Telstra National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art
Award. He has held solo exhibitions at the Courthouse Arts
Centre and Gallery, Port Hedland, WA and William Mora
Galleries, Melbourne. In 2005 he participated in an artists’
exchange program through the Wilin Centre, Victorian
College of the Arts, Melbourne. His work is held in the
collections of the National Gallery of Australia and National
Gallery of Victoria.
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Yunkurra Billy Atkins and Sohan Ariel Hayes. Cannibal Story, 2013. Digital animation. 6:52 mins.
Image courtesy the artists and Martumili Arts Centre. © the artists.

Foundation, ‘Most Outstanding Patron of the Arts’, Western
Australia.
• Recommended age groups: Upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Warning: This artwork does contain some violence.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: digital animation, cannibalism, Aboriginal art, traditional (ancient)
stories, storytelling, dark narratives, oral tradition, missionaries, mythological creatures
• Did you know?: Stories help people understand about
the past, present and future. In Indigenous communities they help to pass on specific cultural practices
and values, language and laws, histories and family
relationships.

PREPARE
•
•
•

Why are stories told?
Name the various mediums that stories can be told
through?
What stories are important to you and your family?

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015

SOHAN ARIEL HAYES
Born 1975, Bridgetown, WA, Australia. Lives and works
Perth, Australia.
Sohan Ariel Hayes works in the fields of ‘expanded and
interactive cinema’, pervasive games, systems theory,
locative media, animation, public art, and large-scale sitespecific video installations. His practice is defined by the
ability to open up pockets of wonder within the world while
pushing boundaries to engage with darker sensibilities.
Hayes has worked with Perth-based pvi collective and
received mentorship from British media art group Blast
Theory. His work has been broadcast nationally and
exhibited at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney;
Fremantle Arts Centre, Freemantle, WA; Perth Institute
of Contemporary Arts (PICA), Perth; Goddard de Fiddes
Gallery, Perth; Plimsoll Gallery, Hobart; Jerwood Gallery,
London, UK; TAV Gallery, Taiwan; and the Post Museum,
Singapore. He has received awards from Laval Virtual,
France (2011); the Freeplay Independent Game Awards,
Australia (2010); the British Multimedia Industry Awards
(2002); Atom Awards, Australia (2002). In 1997 Hayes
received a nomination for Australian Business Arts
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•
•
•
•

•

Who is responsible for telling stories about your family?
What is the purpose of telling stories in your family?
Storytelling is very important to Aboriginal people.
Why?
Do you know any Aboriginal stories? If so, share these
stories with other students in your class. Why are these
stories told?
What is a cannibal? If you don’t know, do a quick
Internet search.

EXPLORE
•

•

•

•
•
•

Describe your immediate response to Cannibal Story.
Explain your response by making specific reference to
the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Yunkurra
Billy Atkins and Sohan Ariel Hayes to create Cannibal
Story.
Describe the way Cannibal Story has been installed in
the exhibition space. How does the placement of the
artwork affect audience response?
Watch Cannibal Story from beginning to end, taking
note of all that you see and hear.
Make a sketch of one of the Ngayurnangalku (Cannibal
Beings).
Yunkurra Billy Atkins is renowned for his paintings and
carvings. Why do you think that he collaborated with
Sohan Ariel Hayes to create Cannibal Story? How does
watching this animation differ from looking at one of
Yunkurra Billy Atkins’ paintings or carvings?

MAKE
Create a drawing and story of your own mythological creature that provides knowledge about the hazards of a place
or environment that you know well.

USEFUL LINKS
http://vimeo.com/67190803
http://www.wedontneedamap.com.au/about/artists/
yunkurra-billy-atkins
http://sohanarielhayes.com/home.html
http://theconversation.com/dreamings-and-place-aboriginal-monsters-and-their-meanings-25606

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

•
•

•

•

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Cannibal Story, what is the
intended meaning and message of the artwork?
Explain why Yunkurra Billy Atkins and Sohan Ariel
Hayes titled the artwork Cannibal Story.
Explain how Cannibal Story relates to the thematic
focus of Experimenta Recharge. What do you think this
artwork is conveying to those who are experiencing it?
Do you think the artists may have had this meaning in
mind when creating the piece? Why do you say that?
Yunkurra Billy Atkins describes Kumpupirntily as follows: ‘It’s dangerous, that country. I’m telling you that
that cannibal mob is out there and they are no good.’
Who do you think the Ngayurnangalku (Cannibal
Beings) are? Why are they feared by the Martu people?
Kumpupirntily (Lake Disappointment) is a place where
cannibal beings live beneath the surface of the salt
lake, a place where Martu fear to tread. Using Google
Maps locate Kumpupirntily (Lake Disappointment) https://www.google.com.au/maps
Research other Aboriginal mythological creatures.
Describe one of these mythological creatures and
explain their role in traditional stories.
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Maitha Demithan. To The Moon 2009. scanography. 180 x 122 cm. Image courtesy the artist and Tashkeel, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. © the artist

3 (UNITED ARAB EMIRATES)
MAITHA DEMITHAN

ARTWORK INFORMATION
nephew, and in Aiyal the
form of her father guides
her brother who holds a
falcon, a traditional hunting
animal in the Emirates. Of
the scanography technique
she employs, Demithan
says: ‘The human figure has
always been of interest to
me, and this unusual way
of looking at it, especially
with the absence of depth
of field and 3D form, I have
found it to be like a form
of documentation, as if the
figure was a document.’
Demithan also considers
her process a method of
painting with light. The
layers of construction and
deconstruction are a contrast
to the immediacy of digital
photography and prevailing
Instagram culture.

Maitha Demithan works across photography, scanography,
drawing, painting and photo transfer to weave together
scans of her fellow citizens, traditional cultural imagery and
contemporary practice. In perfecting the technique of using
a flatbed printer to take multiple images of her subjects,
Demithan combines the mechanical with the emotional in
her deconstructed portraits. These portraits depict people
known to the artist, including family members, highlighting
the strength of familial and cultural ties and the delicate
nature of collaboration and artistic process.
Maitha Demithan has exhibited her work at the Brisbane
Biennial, Brisbane; Shanghai World Expo, Shanghai, China;
United Nations Head Quarters, New York, USA; Emirates
Place, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; and Sotheby’s,
London, UK. Her first solo exhibition, Mutajadid opened in
February 2014 at Tashkeel, Dubai.
• Recommended age groups: Middle and upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: flatbed
scanner, scanography (scanner photography), construction and deconstruction, family, Emirati, portraiture
• Did you know?: The first image scanner developed for
use with a computer was a drum scanner. It was built in
1957 at the US National Bureau of Standards.

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015

Aiyal 2012
scanography
142 x 170 cm
Sanawat 2010
scanography
180 x 144 cm
To The Moon 2009
scanography
180 x 122 cm
All works are exhibition
prints courtesy the artist and
Tashkeel, Dubai, United
Arab Emirates.
Maitha Demithan has
painstakingly digitally
knitted together flatbed
scans of body sections to
produce luminous images
of her Emirati family. To
The Moon and Sanawat are
portraits of her nieces and

Born 1989, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Lives and works
Dubai.
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Maitha Demithan. Aiyal 2012. scanography. 142 x 170 cm. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist

PREPARE
•
•
•

•
•
•

Why do people take family photos?
What was your last family photo? Why was a photo
taken? What was the occasion? Who took the photo
and with what type of camera?
Do you print or develop your photos and put them in an
album or are your photos saved digitally? Why?
Do you know what a flatbed scanner is? If not, do
some research.
Drawing on your knowledge of a flatbed scanner, what
would you usually use one for?

•

•

Describe your immediate response to the artworks
Aiyal, Sanawat and To The Moon. Explain your response by making specific reference to the artworks.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Maitha

•

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Aiyal, Sanawat and To The
Moon, what are the intended meanings and messages
of the artworks?
Explain why Maitha Demithan titled the artworks Aiyal,
Sanawat and To The Moon.

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015

EXPLORE

•

Demithan to create Aiyal, Sanawat and To The Moon.
Describe the way Aiyal, Sanawat and To The Moon
have been installed in the exhibition space. How does
the placement of the artworks affect audience response? Is the order and size of images important?
Make sure that you look closely at each image. Can
you identify the individual body parts that have been
scanned and reconstructed to make the final image?
Choose one image and try to count the number of
individual scans that have been used in the final image.

18
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Sanawat 2010. scanography. 180 x 144 cm. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist
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•

•

•

•

Explain how Aiyal, Sanawat and To The Moon, relate to
the thematic focus of Experimenta Recharge. What do
you think these artworks are conveying to those who
are experiencing it? Do you think the artists may have
had this meaning in mind when creating the piece?
Why do you say that?
Maitha Demithan has always been interested in the
human figure and exploring it through a flatbed scanner was a ‘form of documentation, as if the figure was
a document’. What do you think she means by this
statement?
Drawing on your analysis of the three artworks, choose
one and write a piece of prose that tells the story of
one of the characters.
Scanography is a relatively new artform. Research
this artform identifying the necessary equipment, the
process, artists who use this technique and examples
of their work.

MAKE
Use a flatbed scanner to create your own artwork using an
inanimate object rather than a human figure. You can either
piece the images together using Photoshop or simply cut
and paste.

USEFUL LINKS
http://sarasist.org/artists/demithan-maithan/#6

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015
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Maree Clarke. Born of the Land (installation view) 2014. sculptural video installation. dimensions variable. duration: 1:48 mins.
video produced by SW Productions. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist

4 (AUSTRALIA)

MAREE CLARKE

ARTWORK INFORMATION
standing strong on the Country
of my Ancestors to reveal
contemporary representations
of who I am and where I come
from. Branches from along the
Murray River frame my story,
offering a natural element
from my Ancestral lands, in
contrast with the artificial
video installation. All these
elements together provide
another lens through which
to view the many different
ways of being Aboriginal.
As Aboriginal people we are
connected to place, yet we
may live away from place; we
are connected to stories and
people from the past, yet they
continue to resonate in our
lives today. All these things and
more inform my work, as I
create and reclaim my cultural
heritage as a contemporary
Aboriginal artist.
Maree Clarke, 2014

Maree Clarke, a Mutti Mutti, Yorta Yorta, Boonwurrung
woman from North West Victoria, is a multidisciplinary
artists and Aboriginal educator. Her multimedia installations
of photography, painting and sculpture explore the rituals
and ceremonies of her ancestors.
In 1996 Maree initiated and co-curated the We Iri We
Homeborn Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Arts
Festival across multiple Melbourne venues. In 2011
her solo exhibition Ritual and Ceremony was held at
Bunjilaka Gallery, Melbourne Museum and also in Havana,
Cuba. Group exhibitions include Saying No, Museum
of Contemporary African Diasporan Art, New York,
USA (2011). Group exhibitions have included Victorian
Indigenous Art Awards, Ballarat Art Gallery, Ballarat,
Victoria, Australia (2014); Conscience Collective, University
of the Arts, London; Melbourne Now, National Gallery
of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia (2013–14); and Old
Messages, New Media, Counihan Gallery, Melbourne
(2007). Her work is held in collections including National
Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, National Museum of
Australia, Canberra, Australia; and Monash University Art
Collection, Prato, Tuscany, Italy.
• Recommended age groups: Upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: identity,
belonging, place, Aboriginal art, mourning and Aboriginal

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015

Born of the Land 2014
sculptural video installation
dimensions variable
duration: 1:48 mins
video produced by SW
Productions
Courtesy the artist and
Vivien Anderson Gallery,
Melbourne
This work evokes the spirit
of my Ancestors and draws
on the traditional mourning
practices of the past to tell
new stories about the history
of Aboriginal resilience in
southeast Australia. The viewer
can see, hear and feel my
story, which challenges notions
that Aboriginal people from
southeast Australia are no
longer here. The work is one
of juxtapositions, as I move
from the past to the present,

Born Swan Hill, Victoria, Australia. Lives and works
Melbourne, Australia
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mourning practices, Aboriginal culture, ancestors and
ancestral land, traditions, resilience, country, cultural
heritage, sculptural video installation
• Did you know?: Traditional Aboriginal law states that
a dead person’s name cannot be spoken because it will
recall and disturb their spirit. After European settlement
the law was adapted to include images as well.

PREPARE
•
•
•
•

Where were you born? Where have you lived and
where do you live now?
What do Aboriginal Australians mean when they use
the word ‘country’?
What place would you call ‘country’? Why?
What do you know about your ancestors? Where were
they born? Where did they live? Do you feel a connection to these people and places?

EXPLORE
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Describe your immediate response to Born of the Land.
Explain your response by making specific reference to
the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Maree
Clarke to create Born of the Land.
Describe the way Born of the Land has been installed
in the exhibition space. How does the placement of the
artwork affect audience response?
Watch Born of the Land from beginning to end, taking
note of all that you see and hear.
Describe Clarke’s use of the tree branches to both
frame and cast a shadow on the video screen.
Why do you think Clarke has decided to incorporate
natural materials into the video installation?
Clarke has claimed that Born of the Land is about
Aboriginal resilience. How is this idea made real in the
artwork?

Maree Clarke. Born of the Land (installation view) 2014.
sculptural video installation. dimensions variable. duration:
1:48 mins. video produced by SW Productions. Image courtesy
RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

MAKE
Create a piece of art that expresses your connection to
country.

USEFUL LINKS
http://museumvictoria.com.au/bunjilaka/visiting/
birrarung-gallery/artist-profiles/maree-clarke/
http://www.vivienandersongallery.com/artists.php?artist_id
=97?osCsid=mt1a49f00g4d4hrvoa5it5o1n6&action=bio
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•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Born of the Land, what is the
intended meaning and message of the artwork?
Explain why Maree Clarke titled the artwork Born of the
Land.
Explain how Born of the Land relates to the thematic
focus of Experimenta Recharge.
Clarke refers to herself as ‘contemporary Aboriginal
artist’. Use the internet to research Clarke’s life and
art. Drawing on this research, explain Clarke’s place as
a contemporary Aboriginal artist. How is Born of the
Land representative of her life experiences and her art?
Locate Clarke’s country using Google Maps - https://
www.google.com.au/maps - How does Born of the
Land reflect Clarke’s country?
Born of the Land has a run time of 1.48 minutes. When
you first stood in front of the artwork, what did you
see? How was your response to Born of the Land
shaped by this starting point? When you watched

Born of the Land from beginning to end, how did your
response to the artwork change?
Explain the symbolism of the black dress, the tree
branches and the red dirt.
Why does Clarke feature in Born of the Land?
Drawing on your analysis of Born of the Land, write
a piece of prose that tells the story and conveys the
intended meaning and message of the artwork.

22
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Maree Clarke. Born of the Land (installation view) 2014. sculptural video installation. dimensions variable. duration:
1:48 mins. video produced by SW Productions. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist
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Christy Dena in collaboration with Marigold Barlett, Trevor Dikes, and Cameron Owen. Magister Ludi (installation view, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne)
2014. game, ipad, vintage school desk, chair. dimensions variable. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist

5 (AUSTRALIA)

CHRISTY DENA

ARTWORK INFORMATION
escape from a virtual room.
The premise of the game
dates back to a 1988 text
based computer game called
Behind Closed Doors. Dena
re-imagines an escape room
game inside a vintage school
desk and extends the concept
of escape further into reality
by putting the player into
situations based on real-life
experiences of abuse and
financial hardship. In Latin,
Magister means ‘master’ or
‘teacher’ while Ludi refers
to both ‘game’ and ‘school’.
Christy Dena has said the
following about this work:
PLEASE TAKE A SEAT
AND PLAY THE GAME!

Christy Dena is a writer, designer and director who has
worked on award-winning pervasive games, films, digital
and theatre projects.
Dena is a Games Design Lecturer at SAE Creative Media
Institute, Brisbane; a member of the International Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences; Board Member of the
Entertainment Technology Press, and Professor Adjunct at
Creative Industries, Queensland University of Technology
(QUT). Christy was granted Australia’s first Digital Writing
Residency at The Cube, QUT, one of the world’s largest
digital learning and display spaces, for her project Robot
University, funded by the Australia Council for the Arts and
QUT. Her audio-driven app AUTHENTIC IN ALL CAPS won
the 2014 Western Australia Premier’s Book Award for
‘Digital Narrative’; the 2014 Australian Writers’ Guild award
for ‘Interactive Media’; and a prototype of the app was
finalist for ‘Best Writing in a Game’ Award at the 2012
Freeplay Independent Gaming Festival Awards. Christy
Dena is also currently making a physical party card game.
• Recommended age groups: Secondary students at all
year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: computer

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015

Christy Dena in
collaboration with Marigold
Barlett, Trevor Dikes, and
Cameron Owen
Magister Ludi 2014
game, ipad, vintage school
desk, chair
dimensions variable
Christy Dena’s Magister Ludi
critiques the ‘escape room’
phenomenon that began in
gaming culture and has more
recently jumped from the
screen into real life escape
room games being played
across the world. Escape
rooms are computer games
in which the player must
use objects and clues to

Born 1972 Melbourne, Australia. Lives and works Brisbane,
Australia.
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Christy Dena in collaboration with Marigold Barlett, Trevor Dikes and Cameron Owen. Magister Ludi (still) 2014.
Game, iPad, vintage school desk, chair. Dimensions variable. Image courtesy and © the artist.

game, escape, escape room, magister ludi, self-help,
• Did you know?: Real-life room escape games based
on escape the room computer games are a new gaming
trend. People are locked in a room with other participants and have to use elements of the room to solve a
series of puzzles, find clues, and escape the room within
a set time limit.

PREPARE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working as a class, brainstorm the meaning of the
word ‘escape’.
Why do people sometimes say that they want to escape or that they feel trapped?
Do you play computer games? Why?
Have you ever played an escape the room game?
Why do you think escape the room games, both virtual
and real, are popular?
What is the meaning of the term ’self-help’?

EXPLORE

•
•

Describe your immediate response to Magister Ludi.
Explain your response by making specific reference to
the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Christy
Dena to create Magister Ludi.
Make a written and photographic record of your game
play experience. Make notes about your choices and

•
•
•

the outcomes of your choices. Did you escape?
Describe the way Magister Ludi has been installed in
the exhibition space. How does the placement of the
artwork affect audience response?
Why do you think the iPad has been hidden in a vintage school desk?
Can you explain the significance of the graffiti?
Play Magister Ludi, from start to finish more than once
to learn about the game’s options and the different
outcomes. Write a detailed description of each room
and its furnishings. List the objects that you can use to
escape.

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

•
•
•

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Magister Ludi, what is the
intended meaning and message of the artwork?
Explain why Christy Dena titled the artwork Magister
Ludi.
Explain how Magister Ludi relates to the thematic focus
of Experimenta Recharge.
Share your experience of playing Magister Ludi with
your peers. Did you enjoy the game play or is ‘enjoy’
the wrong word to describe the experience? Does
Magister Ludi reflect your life in any way?
Did you read the game’s instructions? Did you read
the other text screens that appear at intervals in the
game? What role does the text play in establishing a

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015

•

•
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•
•
•

•

•

•

•

relationship between the artwork and the audience and
communicating the artwork’s intention?
How does Magister Ludi use everyday objects as
symbols?
Is Magister Ludi a children’s game? Who is the artwork
attempting to help?
Dena has described Magister Ludi as ‘a lighthearted
game about the terrible situations we get into’. Do you
think this is an apt description of Magister Ludi? How
does Magister Ludi use humour?
What does Magister Ludi suggest about the psychology of escaping? How does it attempt to change a
player’s thought process? Do you think the game
has the capacity to help individuals become more
self-sufficient?
Magister Ludi references Herman Hesse’s novel The
Glass Bead Game. Use the internet to research The
Glass Bead Game. Drawing on the results of your
investigation, explain in what sense The Glass Bead
Game has inspired Magister Ludi.
Research the life and art of Christy Dena. In what sense
does Magister Ludi tell her story? Even though the artwork is based on Dena’s personal experiences of being
trapped and needing to escape, does it have universal
appeal?
Why is Magister Ludi viewed as an artwork rather than
just regarded as a computer game?

MAKE
Working with a partner, design a version of Magister Ludi
suitable for your age group.

USEFUL LINKS
http://www.christydena.com/
http://www.universecreation101.com/
http://www.magisterludigame.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwOKch1Nilg
http://vimeo.com/101953457

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015
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6 (GERMANY/BRAZIL)
ANAISA FRANCO

ARTWORK INFORMATION
Experimenta Recharge
features three works from
Anaisa Franco’s ongoing
Psychosomatic series. Franco
describes her work below:
My work as an artist involves
supplying sculptures with
thoughts, emotions and
behaviors, taking them out of
the inertia. Electricity creates
life as we only move because
we are electrical. In the
Digital world, I am interested
in electricity and what it does
to the pieces, removing the
material’s inertia by breathing
life into them.
Anaisa Franco, 2014
Frustration 2012
sensitive sculpture
110 x 70 x 25 cm
Frustration is an interactive
digital mirror that breaks the
body of the person who looks
into it into hundreds of pieces
as if it was a broken mirror.
The mirror works with a
42-inch LCD television, a
computer and a camera.
Paranoia 2010

reactive sculpture
15 x 11 x 20 cm
Paranoia is a reactive object
(sculpture) in the form of a
mouth. When someone gets
close to the object, it opens,
screams and smiles.
The project has been
developed in collaboration
with the electronic engineer
Akinori Kinoshita from
Gigabyte Company and the
artist Meng Yuan Lee.
Emanating Happiness 2014
interactive sculpture, wood,
LED neon flex
15 x 100 x 100 cm
Emanating Happiness has
been developed during an
artist in residence program
at Creative and Cognition
Studios, University of
Technology, Sydney as
part of the EMARE AUS
CDN Move On Exchange
(European Media Artists in
Residence Exchange with
Australia and Canada). This
program is supported by the
Culture 2013 Programme of
the European Commission
and the Goethe Institut.

Russia (2013) and has been awarded residencies at Cité
internationale des Arts, Paris (2012), Hangar, Barcelona
(2010) and Tapei Artist Village, Taiwan (2009).

• Warning: This artwork uses strobe-lighting effects.
• Recommended age groups: Middle and upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: psychosomatic, reactive, emotions, inertia, electricity, frustration,
paranoia, happiness
• Did you know?: The use of emoticons can be traced
back to the 19th century. They were commonly used in
casual and humorous writing.

PREPARE
•

•
•

•
•
•

Think, pair, share: Name as many emotions as you
can. Share your list with a peer to build a longer list.
Working as a class, build a comprehensive list of emotions. Can you classify the emotions into categories?
What emotions are regarded as positive emotions?
What emotions are regarded as negative emotions?
What is inertia?
The term personification describes the assigning of human characteristics to inanimate objects. Do you ever
regard an inanimate object as if it is real?
Write a definition of the term ‘psychosomatic’.
What is an interactive sculpture?
Experimenta Recharge features three of Anaisa
Franco’s interactive sculptures. The emotions attributed
to the artworks are frustration, paranoia and happiness.
Spend time as a class, discussing your experiences of
these three emotions:
What is frustration? When do you feel frustrated?
What is paranoia? Have you ever felt paranoid? Have
you ever made someone else feel paranoid?
What makes you happy?

EXPLORE
Born 1981 Sao Paulo, Brazil. Lives and works Berlin,
Germany
Anaisa Franco works with robotics and low-fi electronics to
produce interactive sculptures and installation that connect
mechanical processes with the subconscious human
mind. Inspired by psychology, dreams and the possibilities
inherent in DIY electrical engineering, Franco animates
objects with behaviours and feelings to blur the boundaries
between body, mind and machine.

•

•

•

Describe your immediate response to Frustration,
Paranoia and Emanating Happiness. Explain your
response by making specific reference to the artworks.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Anaisa
Franco to create Frustration, Paranoia and Emanating
Happiness.
Describe the way Frustration, Paranoia and Emanating
Happiness have been installed in the exhibition space.
How does the placement of each artwork affect audience response?
An important part of Franco’s work is the participation of an audience. The participation of the audience
expands the meaning of each piece, provoking emotions, thoughts and feelings. Franco claims her goal
is to create a ‘sensitive’ relationship between human
and machine. Spend more time interacting with the
sculptures. Stand in front of Frustration and watch your
reflection shatter several times. Walk past Paranoia
more than once. Stand, sit and walk on Emanating

SCREEN EDUCATION © ATOM 2015

Graduating with a Masters in Digital Art in 2007 from
the University of Plymouth in England, UK, Franco has
developed digital work at Medialab, Prado (2008) and
currently works as a New Media artist at Applied Future
Studio, Berlin. She has exhibited extensively including
at ARCO Fair Madrid, Spain (2011); Europalia, Brussels,
Belgium (2012); Live Ammo, Museum of Contemporary Art,
Taipei, Taiwan (2011); Museum of Brazilian Art in Sao Paulo,
Brazil and the 5th Seoul International Media Art Biennale,
Seoul, Korea. Franco also exhibited at the Moscow Art Fair,

•
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Anaisa Franco. Frustration (installation view, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne) 2012. sensitive sculpture.
110 x 70 x 25 cm. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist

Happiness. Did your interaction with each sculpture,
change your emotional state?

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

MAKE
Choose an emotion from the list that you made during
the class brainstorming session. Make a sculpture that
expresses that emotion.

USEFUL LINKS
http://www.anaisafranco.com/
http://www.anaisafranco.blogspot.com.au/
http://rmitgallery.com/tag/anaisa-franco/
http://vimeo.com/anaisafranco
https://www.youtube.com/user/anaisafranco01
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•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Frustration, Paranoia and
Emanating Happiness, what is the intended meanings
and messages of the artworks?
Explain why Anaisa Franco titled the artworks
Frustration, Paranoia and Emanating Happiness.
Explain how Frustration, Paranoia and Emanating
Happiness relate to the thematic focus of Experimenta
Recharge.
Why does the digital mirror shatter?
Mirrors have featured in artworks through history. Choose another artwork that use an actual or
represented mirror. Write a comparative analysis
of Frustration and the other artwork that you have
selected.
Why do you think the sculpture screams then laughs?
Is the sculpture paranoid or is it intended to make an
audience paranoid?
Does Emanating Happiness emanate happiness?
While most media art relies on electricity, Franco’s

view of electricity is quite particular to her artwork.
Describe the place of electricity in Franco’s artwork by
making specific reference to Frustration, Paranoia and
Emanating Happiness.
Franco has always been interested in the question of
why inanimate objects cannot have a psychology of
their own. Her work as an artist involves supplying
sculptures with thoughts, emotions and behaviours.
Use the internet to research Franco’s life and art.
Drawing on the results of your investigation, explain
how Franco’s artwork explores this idea.
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Anaisa Franco. Emanating Happiness (installation view) 2014. Interactive sculpture, wood, LED neon flex.
15 x 100 x 100cm. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist.
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Anaisa Franco. Paranoia 2010. reactive sculpture. 15 x 11 x 20 cm.
Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist
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Michaela Gleave. Left: Model for the end of the universe 1: circular motion/big crunch. Right: Model for the end of the universe 2: big freeze/heat death. Both: 2013.
event-based score: Lambda print on photographic rag paper. 29.7 x 42 cm (paper). Image courtesy the artist and Anna Pappas Gallery, Melbourne. © the artist.

7 (AUSTRALIA)

MICHAELA GLEAVE

ARTWORK INFORMATION
Model for the end of the
universe 4: singularity/big rip
2013
event-based score: Lambda
print on photographic rag
paper
29.7 x 42 cm. Edition 2/4
All works courtesy the artist
and Anna Pappas Gallery,
Melbourne.
Michaela Gleave’s Model for
the end of the universe series
depicts four possible scenarios
for the end of everything.
Drawing from current
scientific hypotheses and
presented as ‘scores’ – implying a performance or musical composition – the series
brings imagined beauty and
humour to understandings of
the end of time.

Michaela Gleave is an installation and performance artist
whose practice investigates the physicality of perception
and interrogates the systems and structures through which
we construct our image of reality.
Gleave has participated in residency programs in New York,
Tokyo, Berlin, Iceland and regional Australia, including being
resident artist with the CSIRO’s Astronomy and Space
Science division during 2012-13. Her recent exhibitions
include Trace: Performance and its Documents at the
Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane (2014); A Day is Longer
than a Year at the Fremantle Arts Centre, Western Australia
(2013); Our Frozen Moment at Performance Space, Sydney,
2012; We Are Made of Stardust (solo) as part of Art Futures
at the Hong Kong Art Fair, 2012; Octopus 11: The Matter of
Air at Gertrude Contemporary, Melbourne, 2011; A Perfect
Day to Chase Tornadoes (White) at the Kunstquartier
Bethanien, Berlin, 2010; and Primavera 09 at the Museum
of Contemporary Art, Sydney, 2009.
• Recommended age groups: Middle and upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: end of the
universe, time, matter, space, scenarios, scientific hypotheses, scores, cosmologists,
• Did you know?: There is a growing consensus among
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Model for the end of the
universe 1: circular motion/big
crunch 2013
event-based score: Lambda
print on photographic rag
paper
29.7 x 42 cm (paper).
Edition 2/4
Model for the end of the
universe 2: big freeze/heat
death 2013
event-based score: Lambda
print on photographic rag
paper
29.7 x 42 cm. Edition 2/4
Model for the end of the
universe 3: multiverse/false
vacuum 2013
event-based score: Lambda
print on photographic rag
paper
29.7 x 42 cm. Edition 2/4

Born 1980, Alice Springs, NT, Australia. Lives and works
Sydney, Australia.
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Left: Michaela Gleave. Model for the end of the universe 4:
singularity/big rip 2013. event-based score: Lambda print on
photographic rag paper. 29.7 x 42 cm (paper). Image courtesy
the artist and Anna Pappas Gallery, Melbourne. © the artist..

•

individual artwork or do you need to view them as a
collective?
Is Model for the end of the universe (1-4) media art?
After all, it is the one of the few artworks in the exhibition that does not require electricity.

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

•
•
cosmologists that the universe is flat and will continue to
expand forever.

PREPARE
•
•
•
•
•

What are you thoughts about and understanding of
how the universe started?
Have you heard of the Big Bang?
Do you think that the universe will end? If so, how?
Michaela Gleave’s Model for the end of the universe
series is based on current scientific thought as filtered
through a wiki understanding of cosmos. Research
the current theories of the end of the universe using
wikipedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/.

EXPLORE
•

•

•

•

MAKE
Create an artwork inspired by and based on something
that you have recently studied in a science class.

USEFUL LINKS
http://www.michaelagleave.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultimate_fate_of_the_
universe#Theories_about_the_end_of_the_universe
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•

Describe your immediate response to Model for the
end of the universe (1-4). Explain your response by
making specific reference to the artworks.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Michaela
Gleave to create Model for the end of the universe (1-4)
artworks.
Describe the way Model for the end of the universe
(1-4) artworks have been installed in the exhibition
space. How does the placement of the artworks affect
audience response?
Do you think that you can view each piece as an

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Model for the end of the universe (1-4), what is the intended meaning and message
of the artworks?
Explain why Michaela Gleave titled the artworks Model
for the end of the universe (1-4).
Explain how Model for the end of the universe (1-4)
relates to the thematic focus of Experimenta Recharge.
What do you think this artwork is conveying to those
who are experiencing it? Do you think the artist may
have had this meaning in mind when creating the
piece? Why do you say that?
Michaela Gleave reduced the end of the universe to a
series of four minimalist diagrams where the universe
loops in on itself, implodes, reaches stasis, or bursts
into multiples that spiral off into eternity. Create a
diagram for the Big Bounce theory, which states that
the universe will continuously repeat the cycle of a Big
Bang, followed by a Big Crunch.
What other artworks in the exhibition are concerned
with the universe? What do the artworks have in common? How do the artworks differ?
Michaela Gleave’s works hover at the junction between
art and science. Research some of her other artworks
and discuss how they are influenced by science.
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Michaela Gleave. Model for the end of the universe 3: multiverse/false vacuum 2013. event-based score: Lambda print on
photographic rag paper. 29.7 x 42 cm (paper). Image courtesy the artist and Anna Pappas Gallery, Melbourne. © the artist.
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Cake Industries (Dean Petersen and Jesse Stevens). Simulacrum 2014. 3D printed portraits, frame,
LED lights, motors. 92 x 130 x 25 cm. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist.

INDUSTRIES
8 CAKE
[AUSTRALIA]
ARTWORK INFORMATION
by both the subjects and
artists to ensure a successful
outcome.
In homage to the forgotten
subjects of 19th century
daguerreotype photographs,
the artists have chosen not
to identify their subjects by
name but by archetypes,
including: The Neighbour,
The Mechanic, The
Performer, The Illustrator,
The Explorer, The Artist,
The Melbournian, The
Cultural Ambassador, The
Student, The Salesman, The
Costumier, The Designer,
The Master Craftsman,
The Music Agent and The
Activist.

JESSE STEVENS
Born 1981, Adelaide, Australia. Lives and works Melbourne.
Dean Petersen and Jesse Stevens have worked under
the collaborative pseudonym of Cake Industries since
2006. Their practice uses electromechanics, electronics,
and robotics to create anthropomorphic and autonomous
objects that embrace retro-futurism. Heavily influenced
by 1950s science fiction dystopia, Cake Industries’
installations, performances and sculptural objects
anachronistically portray society in order to investigate
narratives, culture and future.
Cake Industries have presented their work in festivals,
theatres and galleries across Australia and internationally,
including [everything] at The Australian Centre for
Contemporary Art (ACCA), Melbourne (2014); O.N.P.I.
at The Malthouse Theatre, Melbourne (2013); Anachron
collaboration with Papermoon Puppet Theatre (Indonesia),
Federation Square, Melbourne (2014); and Robot Road
Trip including Robot Story Time at Awesome Arts Festival,
Perth (2013/2014). Residencies and collaborations
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Simulacrum 2014
3D printed portraits, frame,
LED lights, motors
92 x 130 x 25 cm
Cake Industries’ Simulacrum
reinstates the sense of
occasion and significance
of age-old processes of
portraiture that have become
disposable in the digital
world. The artists invited 15
members of their community
in Melbourne to have
their portrait taken using
3D scanning and printing
technology, a process that
involves careful and timeconsuming preparations

DEAN PETERSEN
Born 1975, Dandenong, Australia. Lives and works
Melbourne, Australia.
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include Street | Life creative development and showing
Yogyakarta/Melbourne (2014/2015), Pesta Boneka Festival
in Yogyakarta, Indonesia (2014); Shadows on the Wall
creative development and showing in Yogyakarta (2013);
and Remote Rover creative development in Shinjuku, Japan
(2012).
• Recommended age groups: Middle and upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: simulacrum
(Latin), which means “likeness, similarity”, representation, portraiture, homage, 19th century daguerreotype photography, 3D scanning and printing, additive
manufacturing
• Did you know?: Due to the specialised nature of early
daguerreotypists, entire towns would come to see a
travelling specialist to have their portraits taken, which
resulted in both an important occasion, as well as significant collections of portraits kept even to this day.

PREPARE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When was the last time you had your photo taken?
Who took the photo?
What was the occasion?
Do you have a copy of the photo? If yes in what format?
What is a portrait?
Is the ‘selfie’ the new form of portraiture?
Research the artform daguerreotype. Why was this
technique and the photographs so special?
Research 3D printing. How does it work? Who uses it
and for what purpose?

EXPLORE
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Describe your immediate response to Simulacrum.
Explain your response by making specific reference to
the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Cake
Industries to create Simulacrum.
Describe the way Simulacrum has been installed in
the exhibition space. How does the placement of the
artwork affect audience response?
Why does the artist not identify the subjects by name?
Can you identify the 15 characters? Draw 15 boxes on
a sheet a paper to represent the frames and write who
each character is. Compare your work with the work of
other students. How many are the same? Why?
Do the frames give you information about each character’s identity?
Is there meaning behind the rotation and lighting of the
characters?

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

•
•
•
•

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Simulacrum, what is the
intended meaning and message of the artwork?
Explain why Cake Industries titled the artwork
Simulacrum.
Explain how Simulacrum relates to the thematic focus
of Experimenta Recharge.
Is 3D printing the 21st century version of portraiture?
Give reasons.
Think of 15 people that you can take a photograph of.
Do not identify them by their name but rather by their
relationship with you, for example: The Mother, The
Teacher, The sports coach, etc.
Cake Industries use the following five words to describe their artwork; reimagining, retro-futurism, reflection, familiarity and mutation. Analyse Simulacrum by
using these terms.

MAKE
Create your own daguerreotype photographs of people
you know using Photoshop. There are a number of tutorials
available online.
If you do not have access to Photoshop you can still take
photos of people you know, print them out in black and
white and experiment with different paper and/or aging the
paper so they look like a daguerreotype.

USEFUL LINKS
http://www.cake.net.au/portfolio/faces-of/
https://www.youtube.com/user/cakeindustries
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daguerreotype
http://photography.tutsplus.com/tutorials/quick-tip-createyour-own-daguerreotype-in-photoshop--photo-5568
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Korinsky. RL2000 (installation view, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne) 2014. sound and mixed media installation.
dimenions variable. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist

ABEL KORINSKY
Born 1985 Ibbenbueren, Germany. Lives and works Berlin,
Germany.

9 [GERMANY]

KORINSKY

CARLO KORINSKY
Born 1985 Ibbenbueren. Lives and works Berlin.

ARTWORK INFORMATION
universe. The artists invite
audiences to imagine the
implications of hearing
sounds from the past and
to place themselves in a
situation where perceptions
of time, space and place
might be disrupted.
Korinsky’s work has been
developed during a residency
with Experimenta as part
of the EMARE AUS
CDN Move On Exchange
(European Media Artists in
Residence Exchange with
Australia and Canada). This
program is supported by the
Culture 2013 Programme of
the European Commission
and the Goethe Institut.
Hosted by RMIT School of
Art International Artist in
Residence Program.

Korinsky is a sound collective of three brothers whose
work concentrates on the emotional and physical effect
that directional sound has upon listeners. Using customdeveloped software called ‘Vertical Sound Lab’, Korinsky
conflates sound with visual material to produce rich,
multi-layered auditory and visual illusions, often in unique
architectural locations.
Korinsky is the recipient of numerous prestigious
awards and commissions, including the Mercedes-Benz
Kunst Award (2014) and Young European Artist Trieste
Contemporanea Award (2013). The collective has exhibited
work in international festivals, exhibitions and locations
including ISEA (International Symposium on Electronic Art),
Dubai, United Arab Emirates (2014); the Berlin Cathedral,
Berlin (2014); Re-new Festival, Copenhagen, Denmark
(2013); Kraftwerk Mitte, Berlin (2013); Ars Electronica,
Linz, Austria (2012); Art, Science and Industry, Kunsthaus
Potsdam, Potsdam, Germany (2012); and Sound Art in City
Spaces, Vilnius, Lithuania (2011). In 2012 Korinsky was
sponsored by the Federal Department of Commerce and
Technology, Germany, and the European Union.
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RL2000 2014
sound and mixed media
installation
dimenions variable
Imagine that sound never
fully disappears and is
present in our universe
forever. What would it
sound like to hear all the
sounds of the past and
present? How would it
change our perceptions
of time and death? Sound
artist collective Korinsky
present an immersive
installation inspired by the
recent announcement by
researchers at the HarvardSmithsonian Centre that
they had documented sound
waves from the Big Bang
soon after the birth of our

MAX KORINSKY
Born 1984 Ibbenbueren. Lives and works Berlin.
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Korinsky. RL2000 (installation view, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne) 2014. sound and mixed media installation.
dimenions variable. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist

• Recommended age groups: Middle and upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: Big Bang,
sound art, sound artist, mixed media, installation, sound
artist, sound waves
• Did you know?: The Big Bang created gravitational
waves, which are small ripples in the fabric of spacetime, that are the sounds of our universe.

PREPARE
•
•
•
•
•

What is the Big Bang? If you don’t know do some
research.
How big do you think the universe is?
What is the Harvard-Smithsonian Centre? What are
they responsible for doing?
Have you heard of sound art?
How can sound be art?

EXPLORE
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about RL2000, what is the intended meaning and message of the artwork?
Explain why Korinsky titled the artwork RL2000.
Explain how RL2000 relates to the thematic focus of
Experimenta Recharge.
Korinsky have described their artwork as intensive,
physical, aesthetic, sensual and overwhelming. Do you
agree? Why or why not?
Randomly the light switches off for three seconds (the
present). Everything before is the past. In these 3 seconds it is dark and silent, only a sculpture (glowing in
the dark) stands in the middle of the room. What is the
reason for this? What does it represent?
What other artworks in the exhibition are concerned
with the universe? What do the artworks have in common? How do the artworks differ?
Research the artistic practice of Korinsky. In what sense
is RL2000 representative of their artistic practice?

MAKE
Record noises from your own life to create a soundscape
that represents your past.

USEFUL LINKS
http://www.korinsky.com/
http://vimeo.com/62292155
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-mHoQua2AHo
http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/seuforum/howfar/index.html
http://vimeo.com/109593849
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•

Describe your immediate response to RL2000. Explain
your response by making specific reference to the
artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Korinsky
to create RL2000.
Describe the way RL2000 has been installed in the exhibition space. How does the placement of the artwork
affect audience response?
You are encouraged to sit on the floor to experience
this artwork. Why do you think that is?
At some point when viewing this artwork you should
close your eyes and concentrate on the sound. How
does it make you feel? Draw a picture of what you see.

REFLECT AND RESPOND
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Svenja Kratz. The Contamination of Alice: Instance #8 (detail) 2014. plaster, glass, steel, MDF, diffused LED lighting, Raspberry Pi micro computer, Agar-agar,
nutrients, Saos-2 cells DNA, perspex, sand, mini projector, video, sound. 153 x 103 x 75 cm. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist.
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SVENJA KRATZ

ARTWORK INFORMATION
artist has named Alice, in
1973. In this iteration of the
series, the artist has included
a small amount of DNA
extracted from the Saos-2 cell
line in the agar-agar model
of Alice’s face. Over time,
the face will grow mould and
fungus depending on the
environmental conditions of
the gallery and the features
of the face will become
obscured, overtaken by a
growth both fascinating and
repellant. The artist says the
following about this series:
Since the establishment of
the Saos-2 cell line, Alice’s
cells are routinely in research
laboratories throughout the
world. As such, even though
Alice is most likely long
deceased, due to the virulent

nature of her cancer, the overall
biomass of the remaining cells
now most likely far outweighs
the mass of her body when she
was alive. The cells themselves
are also not static, but highly
dynamic and interconnected
organisms, that respond
dramatically to changes in
environmental conditions. The
longer they are maintained
in culture the more they also
tend to change and mutate,
becoming increasingly ‘other’
from the cells originally
isolated from Alice. Despite the
continual ‘becoming‘ of Alice’s
cells, they nevertheless always
remain intimately connected
to the girl, as they contain
her DNA and therefore the
instructions for making every
part of her body.

The works produced for The
Absence of Alice comment on
the uncanniness of the cells:
living fragments of an absent
human body.
The Contamination of Alice
was developed in a creative
partnership between the
Creative Industries Faculty
and The Institute of Health
and Biomedical Innovation
at Queensland University
of Technology, Brisbane.
The custom projection
system and Agar housing
components were developed
in collaboration with
microelectronics engineer
Michael Maggs. Sound
design was developed in
collaboration with Carly
Dickenson (Anise).
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The Contamination of Alice:
Instance #8 2014
plaster, glass, steel, MDF,
diffused LED lighting,
Raspberry Pi micro
computer, Agar-agar,
nutrients, Saos-2 cells DNA,
perspex, sand, mini projector,
video, sound
153 x 103 x 75 cm
The Contamination of Alice:
Instance #8 is part of an
ongoing investigation begun
in 2008 that has produced
a series of installations
collectively titled: The Absence
of Alice. The series explores
biotechnologies, specifically
Saos-2, a cell line isolated
from the bone cancer lesion
of an 11-year-old girl the
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Born Johannesburg, South Africa. Lives and works
Brisbane, Australia.
Svenja Kratz is an interdisciplinary artist who utilises
traditional and experimental bio-art practices to explore
the impact of new technologies and scientific advances
on concepts of the self, other and the body. For the past
seven years, she has worked with the Tissue Repair
and Regeneration (TRR) Group at the Institute of Health
and Biomedical Innovation, Queensland University of
Technology, Brisbane.

•

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

•

Kratz trained in cross-arts practice at the Griffith University
School of Art where she completed a Bachelor of Creative
Arts majoring in Contemporary Art and Creative Writing.

•
•

In 2003, Kratz received first class honours in New Media
Art and produced a large-scale interactive video installation
titled META-Evolution. She has exhibited nationally and
internationally at venues including Metro Arts, Brisbane;
The QUT Art Museum, Brisbane; Spectrum Project Space,
Perth; Science Gallery, Dublin, Ireland; and the Powerhouse
Museum, Sydney. She holds a PhD in Contemporary
Art and Biotechnology from Queensland University of
Technology, completed in a creative partnership between
the Creative Industries Faculty and Institute of Health and
Biomedical Innovation in 2013.
• Recommended age groups: Secondary students at all
year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: bio-art,
biotechnologies, cell line, DNA, mutation, interconnected
organisms, agar-agar
• Did you know?: Agar is indigestible for many organisms so bacterial growth does not affect the gel used
and it remains stable.

PREPARE
•
•

Do you think that there is a relationship between medicine and art?
Have you heard of bio-art? What do you think it is? Do
some research and present your findings to the class.

eleven-year-old?
Take a photo of the artwork to compare with an image from the first day when the artwork was installed.
Discuss how and why it has changed?

•

•

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about The Contamination of Alice:
Instance #8, what is the intended meaning and message of the artwork?
Explain why Svenja Kratz titled the artwork The
Contamination of Alice: Instance #8.
Explain how The Contamination of Alice: Instance #8
relates to the thematic focus of Experimenta Recharge.
Bio-art is often criticised and debated due to working
with live tissues, bacteria, living organisms, and life
processes. How do you feel about it? You might like to
hold a class debate regarding the subject.
What do you think that artwork will look like at the end
of the exhibition? Will it be recognisable? Will it still
have the same meaning?
The Contamination of Alice: Instance #8 has been described as a portrait of Alice, as the cell contains DNA
and therefore the instructions for making every part of
her body. Do you agree?
Svenja Kratz’s work is part of a much larger project
called The Absence of Alice. Research this project and
discuss how The Contamination of Alice: Instance #8
works with the other artworks.

MAKE
Create your own bio-art by using an agar Petri dish and
grow bacteria collected from your mouth. Take a series of
photos or create a stopmotion to document the growth.

USEFUL LINKS
http://www.svenjakratz.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hl3gw1AO_eE
http://www.svenjakratz.com/documents/THE_ABSENCE_
OF_ALICE.pdf

EXPLORE
•

•

•

•
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•

Describe your immediate response to The
Contamination of Alice: Instance #8. Explain your response by making specific reference to the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Svenja
Kratz to create The Contamination of Alice: Instance
#8.
Describe the way The Contamination of Alice: Instance
#8 has been installed in the exhibition space. How
does the placement of the artwork affect audience
response?
Discuss how art and science/medicine have merged in
this piece.
How do you feel when you know that you are looking
at DNA extracted from the bone cancer cell’s from an

39
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Svenja Kratz. The Contamination of Alice: Instance #8 (detail) 2014. plaster, glass, steel, MDF, diffused LED lighting, Raspberry Pi micro computer, Agar-agar,
nutrients, Saos-2 cells DNA, perspex, sand, mini projector, video, sound. 153 x 103 x 75 cm. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist.
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Svenja Kratz. The Contamination of Alice: Instance #8 (detail) 2014. plaster, glass, steel, MDF, diffused LED lighting, Raspberry Pi micro computer, Agar-agar,
nutrients, Saos-2 cells DNA, perspex, sand, mini projector, video, sound. 153 x 103 x 75 cm. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist.
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Stuart McFarlane and Darrin Verhagen with Toby Brodel. A series of small wire objects (many of them uninteresting):
Object 2 (detail) 2014. dimensions variable. 2 mins. sound, light, code, plinth, black-out curtains,. AkE (Audiokinetic
Experiments) Lab RMIT, (((20Hz))). Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artists

11

STUART MCFARLANE
& DARRIN VERHAGEN
WITH TOBY BRODEL
[AUSTRALIA]
ARTWORK INFORMATION
explore how the simplest of
objects may be transformed
into something startling and
mesmerising through the
simultaneous use of sound,
light and colour.
In this work, an opensource platform created
by Stuart McFarlane and
Darrin Verhagen has
been pushed to its limits
through collaboration
with audiovisual artist and
programmer, Toby Brodel.
This second iteration of
the work, ‘Object 2’, was
inspired by the sensory
immersion of Panos
Cosmato’s cult film Beyond
the Black Rainbow (2010).

DARRIN VERHAGEN
Born 1967 Melbourne, Australia. Lives and works
Melbourne, Australia
Darrin Verhagen is a music composer and sound artist,
working in dance, theatre, computer games, screen,
installation and audio-kinetically enhanced vision. His past
experience in soundtrack now influences his installation
works, manipulating perception and emotion in relation to
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A series of small wire objects
(many of them uninteresting):
Object 2 2014
dimensions variable
2 mins
sound, light, code, plinth,
black-out curtains,
AkE (Audiokinetic
Experiments) Lab RMIT,
(((20Hz)))
A series of small wire objects
(many of them uninteresting)
is concerned with extending
sound art composition into
visual form through the use
of an ordinary sculptural
object as a means of focusing
audience attention. The artists

STUART MCFARLANE
Born 1975, Geelong, Australia. Lives and works in
Melbourne, Australia.
Stuart McFarlane is a Melbourne based designer who
works across a variety of design disciplines. His unique
perspective often blends typology, functionality and
materiality while allowing clarity and balance to preside.
After graduating from Industrial Design from RMIT in
2003, Monument Architectural Journal nominated Stuart
McFarlane as the No. 1 Australian Design Graduate. In
2007 the City of Melbourne appointed McFarlane as
the Ambassador for Melbourne Design in Milan. In 2008
McFarlane opened his design studio working with clients
including Sneaker Freaker and Monkii Multimedia to
produce a range of projects including interiors, edition
furniture and lighting. He was a finalist in the Bombay
Sapphire Design Discovery Awards in 2006 and his works
are held in a number of public and private collections
including the Powerhouse Museum, Sydney.
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Stuart McFarlane and Darrin Verhagen with Toby Brodel. A series of small wire objects (many of them uninteresting): Object
2 (installation view) 2014. dimensions variable. 2 mins. sound, light, code, plinth, black-out curtains,. AkE (Audiokinetic
Experiments) Lab RMIT, (((20Hz))). Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artists

light, movement and subjective narrative construction.
Verhagen has composed sound works for artists Patricia
Piccinini and Gina Czarnecki (2006), sound scores for
theatre including the Sydney Theatre Company, Bell
Shakespeare, Chamber Made Opera, Melbourne
Theatre Company, the Malthouse, and Daniel Schlusser
Ensemble, and sound scores for dance performances
ChunkyMove, Australian Dance Theatre, Lucy Guerin, and
Sue Healey. Verhagen’s most recent installations include
the Audiokinetic Jukebox 2, National Gallery Victoria
(2014), Music of the Spheres, White Night Festival
(2014), Delete/resound, Deletionscifi.org (2014), and
the Audiokinetic Jukebox 1, Liquid Architecture (2013).
Verhagen is a member of the Eyetracking and the Moving
Image Research Group, and currently runs the Audiokinetic
Experiments (AkE) Lab at RMIT University, where he
explores creative applications for integrated sound,
vibration, movement and light.

• Recommended age groups: Middle and upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: light, motion, narrative, emotion, open-source platform, object,
sound art
• Did you know?: Open-source platform is when source
code is available to the general public for use and/or
modification from its original design. Open-source code
is typically a collaborative effort where programmers
improve upon the source code and share the changes
within the community so that other members can help
improve it further.
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TOBY BRODEL
Born 1990, Devonport, Tasmania, Australia. Lives and
works in Melbourne.
Tobias Brodel is a performing artist, instrumentalist and
programmer. His work combines improvised musical
performance with generative software to produce syncretic

audiovisual experiences. As a composer Tobias has
collaborated with Gamelan DanAnda’s Gong Kebyar
ensemble as well as programmed generative scores for
Melbourne’s Town Hall Organ and the Federation Bells
at Birrarung Marr. He is also part of drone improvisation
group Eye, a member of noise music duo Left Hand Path
and performs solo guitar sets as Toby JamesJoy. This year
Tobias has exhibited his interactive audiovisual instruments,
Instrument Machine (2014), as well as performed an
extensive audiovisual work documenting the Footscray
docks, Switch on the Lightbulb (2014).
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PREPARE
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

What is your favourite colour?
How does this colour make you feel?
Think about how other colours affect your emotions.
Make a list of colours and next to each colour write the
emotion that you associate with that colour.
What is your favourite sound?
How does this sound make you feel?
Think about how other sounds affects your emotions.
Make a list of sounds and next to each sound write the
emotion that you associate with that sound.
Can you name an artwork that affected you emotionally? What did emotions did it make you feel? Why did
it make you feel this way?

EXPLORE
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Describe your immediate response to Object 2. Explain
your response by making specific reference to the
artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Stuart
McFarlane, Darrin Verhagen and Toby Brodel to create
Object 2.
Describe the way Object 2 has been installed in the exhibition space. How does the placement of the artwork
affect audience response?
Why is only one person allowed to experience this
artwork at a time?
How does this affect the experience?
Why is the initial object uninteresting? What if it was
more interesting? Would the focus of the artwork
change?
How do the sounds and colour work together in this
artwork?

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

•
•
•

•

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Object 2, what is the intended meaning and message of the artwork?
Explain why Stuart McFarlane, Darrin Verhagen and
Toby Brodel titled the artwork Object 2.
Explain how Object 2 relates to the thematic focus of
Experimenta Recharge.
Object 2 is a collaborative piece of artwork. Discuss
what you think are the advantages and disadvantages
of collaboration when creating artwork.
What other artworks in the exhibition use sound and
light? What do the artworks have in common? How do
the artworks differ?
Object 2 was inspired by the sensory immersion of
Panos Cosmato’s cult film Beyond the Black Rainbow
(2010). Watch the trailer for this film and discuss what
elements inspired the artists. http://www.imdb.com/title/
tt1534085/

MAKE
Use a piece of wire to create your own simple object and
then experiment with light and colour to transform the object. Use what lights (torches, lamps, studio lights) you have
with coloured gels or cellophane. You may like to record
these experiments as a stopmotion and then add sound.

USEFUL LINKS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWdXy1fdRd8
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VISIONS: EMMA RAMSAY
12 &TELE
ALEX WHITE [AUSTRALIA]

Tele Visions: Alex White & Emma Ramsay.
Wake 2 by Lara Thoms (documentation
image of live performance broadcast)
2013. TV Broadcast Project. 2000 x
1325 px Image courtesy of Performance
Space, Sydney. Photo by Lucy Parakhina.

ARTWORK INFORMATION
number of self-generating
TV channels continuously
play the live TV pieces and
selected screen works from the
original broadcast. Viewers can
navigate through the works
by pressing the buttons on the
coffee table to change channels
and rewind or fast-forward
through each piece. Tele Visions
Afterlude is at once an archive
of the original broadcast, a
solution to presenting a large
volume of screen works in a
gallery context, and a reference
to what post-analog TV has
become.
Works featured in Tele
Visions Afterlude are:
Commissioned works recorded
in front of a live studio
audience at Performance Space,
Sydney & Verge Gallery,
University of Sydney:
Kate Blackmore & Frances
Barrett, Box Set (Selected
excerpts from 8-day live
performance. Featuring anchor
Nick Keys) 2013, Australia
Joel Stern Neurovision 2013,
Australia
Lara Thoms Wake #2 2013,
Australia
Pia Van Gelder Television
Behaviour Studies 2013,
Australia

Wrong Solo (Brian Fuata
& Agatha Gothe Snape)
FORWARD FORWARDS
2013, Australia
Selected screen works from
open call out:
Sarah Byrne Weird Sisters
2013, Australia
Holly Childs Deleting
Aerosmith #1 2013, Australia
Nick Ciontea Maldonado
2013, USA
Angela Garrick & Jay
Cruikshank Desert Planet
Trailer 2012, Australia
Andrew Gibbs RGB Heart
2013, Australia
Jesse Hogan (Hesse
Jogan) Video Crypt 2012,
Australia
Harley Ives Lake George 2013
Amelia Johannes Pattern /
Gestures 2008, Australia
Dominic Kirkwood FFDDII
2013, Australia
Ed Leckie Philocybin 2013,
Australia
Ivan Lisyak In The End There
Is Nothing Left To Say 2003,
Australia
William Mansfield Chunder
From Downunder 2013,
Australia
Kym Maxwell I Like You You’re

Natural (Prisoner Adaption)
1998, Australia
Aiden Morse TV Spot (Foot)
2013, Australia
Nicola Morton Analog
TV Booty to Bad Intentions
“Hemloch” 2013, Australia
Ocea Sellar Test Pattern 2010,
Australia
Elliot Shields & Lewis
Miles Time + Space TVC 1
2013, Australia
Elliot Shields & Lewis
Miles Time + Space TVC 2
2013, Australia
Elliot Shields & Lewis
Miles Time + Space TVC 3
2013, Australia
Matthew Tumbers Clock of
Fire 2013, Australia
Alex White Starfish Prime
2012, Australia
Emile Zile Five Production
Company Logos in 3D 2010,
Australia
Emile Zile Larry Emdur’s Suit
2002, Australia
Screen Intervention:
Soda Jerk Max Headroom
Incident 2013, Australia
Incidental music for Tele
Visions promos courtesy of
Half High 2013 (Matthew P
Hopkins & Lucy Cliché).
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Tele Visions Afterlude 2014
digitally archived analogue
television broadcast, remote
control, table
dimensions: variable and
expanding
duration: until the end of
time
Table interface developed by
Samuel Bruce.
Tele Visions was an
experimental intervention
into the TV medium in the
last days of analog broadcast
in Australia. The project was
a pop up TV channel that
broadcast 24 hours a day over
six days in 2013 in Sydney’s
inner west, and streamed
online. The broadcast
included live tele-visual art
generated specifically for the
project, and screen-based
work compiled from an
international call-out. Rarely
have artists been allowed the
possibility of producing work
for this broadcast medium;
Tele Visions was a last chance
to occupy and pull apart the
cultural and technological
phenomenon of analog TV in
its dying moments.
Tele Visions Afterlude is a new
iteration of this project. A
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Tele Visions: Alex White & Emma Ramsay. Wake 2 by Lara Thoms (documentation image of live performance broadcast with host Joy Hruby and
guest Brian Fuata) 2013. TV Broadcast Project. 2000 x 1325 px Image courtesy of Performance Space, Sydney. Photo by Lucy Parakhina.

EMMA RAMSAY
Born 1983, Sydney, Australia. Lives and works Sydney.
Emma Ramsay works across music and art collaborations,
exploring the satisfaction and disappointment of the
audience/artist experience in different music and art
environments – dreaming up specific ideas and situations
that tackle these sentiments with other artists that would
not have happened otherwise.

ALEX WHITE
Born 1976, Melbourne, Australia. Lives and works Sydney,
Australia.

White’s interest in intersections between technology,
community and culture which has led him to leadership
roles with Serial Space, Sydney where he established its
identity and focus as a development and presentation
space for experimental hybrid art forms; Electrofringe,
Newcastle, NSW, Australia where he was a co-director of
Electrofringe Festival (2007 and 2008); and Moduluxxx –
Modular Synthesis Festival (2012 and 2013), a festival that
celebrates modular synthesizers. Alongside his volunteer
positions his professional activities have focused on skills
development and community empowerment via technology,
including roles at the Community Broadcasting Association
of Australia, Sydney; Marrickville Youth Resource Centre,
Marrickville, Sydney; and his current position as Digital
Learning Coordinator at the Museum of Contemporary Art
Australia, Sydney. White is the founder of the Lion Mountain
Studio project, a community initiative that assists people
from a refugee background to create music.
• Recommended age groups: Middle and upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
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Emma Ramsay was a founding co-director and curator
of live arts festival Tiny Stadiums and has exhibited and
performed in spaces such as 55 Sydenham Rd, Marrickville,
Sydney; Artspace, Woolloomooloo, Sydney; and Museum
of Contemporary Art, Sydney. As one third of experimental
dance band Holy Balm, Ramsay has had releases on US
label Not Not Fun, Australian labels RIP Society Records,
Hustle Muscle & Near Tapes. Holy Balm has toured in
Australia and the US. Current projects include an online
radio intervention with fellow Holy Balm band member
and Sydney artist Anna John, which incorporates local
community news, field recordings and wider art and music
sound.

Alex White is an artist, producer and curator. White creates
art in the form of sound, video, and interactive audio visual
installations using custom software patches and hardware
based modular synthesis systems. He performs as Nadir
with Ben Byrne.
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Tele Visions production documentation, 2013. Image courtesy of Tele Visions. Photo by Gabriel Clark.

• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: television,
analogue/analog, digital, transmission, broadcast
• Did you know?: Analogue television was launched on
16 September 1956 on network TCN-9-Sydney. The new
medium was introduced by Bruce Gyngell, an influential
Australian television executive, with the words ‘Good
evening, and welcome to television.’

PREPARE
•
•
•

•
•

EXPLORE
•

Describe your immediate response to Tele Visions

•

•

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

•
•
•
•
•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Tele Visions Afterlude, what
is the intended meaning and message of the artwork?
Explain why Tele Visions: Emma Ramsay and Alex
White titled the artwork Tele Visions Afterlude.
Why is the duration of Tele Visions Afterlude ‘until the
end of time’?
Who or what is Tele Visions?
Explain how Tele Visions Afterlude relates to the thematic focus of Experimenta Recharge.
Spend time as a class discussing what you watched on
the Tele Visions tv. Drawing on your viewing experience
and the class discussion, explain the programming decisions made by Tele Visions: Emma Ramsay and Alex
White.
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•

What is television?
When was television invented?
Before digital television, there was analogue television.
Identify and explain the differences between analogue
and digital television.
When did your family make the shift from analogue to
digital television?
Is the television guide a relic now that television is
digital and guides can be accessed via the touch of the
remote control?
Television is often referred to as ‘a mass medium’.
What does this mean? And if television is a mass medium, can it be regarded as an artform?

•

Afterlude. Explain your response by making specific
reference to the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Tele
Visions: Emma Ramsay and Alex White to create Tele
Visions Afterlude.
Describe the way Tele Visions Afterlude has been
installed in the exhibition space. How does the placement of the artwork affect audience response?
What is the duration of Tele Visions Afterlude?
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•

•

What does television mean to you? Drawing on Tele
Visions Afterlude, the tele visions guide and online
research about Tele Visions, what does television mean
to Tele Visions: Emma Ramsay and Alex White?
What does Tele Visions Afterlude challenge an audience to think about the boundary between the analogue and digital worlds?

MAKE
Create a piece of art that makes a statement about your
generation’s relationship with television.

USEFUL LINKS
http://televisionsproject.org/about/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1O1uQe8urc
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Khaled Sabsabi. 70,000 Veils (installation view, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne) 2014. 100 channel digital video, 100 LCD monitors,
3D glasses, sound. dimensions variable. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist.

13 [AUSTRALIA]

KHALED SABSABI

ARTWORK INFORMATION
of 700 photographs
composited over the top of
each other. Each file plays
for 700 seconds each before
repeating, producing a
random installation of 70
000 images. The images
are photographs of the
everyday taken over the last
10 years of the artist’s career
and include architectural
features, streetscapes, and
photos of media propaganda
taken during his travels to
the Middle East.
Sabsabi’s practice often
draws from Islamic Sufism
and its teachings about the
infinite, however, he takes
a transgressive stance –
refuting religious doctrine
in favour of more expansive,
complicated approaches.
70,000 Veils is supported by
the Australia Council for the
Arts.

Khaled Sabsabi’s practice spans video, sculpture and
painting, though is most recognised for his multi-screen
immersive and site-specific installations. Sabsabi’s work
transgresses borders and encourages cross-cultural
dialogue, focussing critical attention on experiences related
to conflict, ideologies and spirituality. Throughout his career,
Sabsabi has worked with a range of communities in Western
Sydney and beyond to explore the social and political issues
that people face living on the margins of society.
Sabsabi is a recipient of the Blake Art Prize (2011); Helen
Lempriere Travelling Art Scholarship (2010); and an Australia
Council for the Arts Community Cultural Development
Fellowship (2001). Sabsabi has also exhibited in more
than forty-five solo and group exhibitions around the
world including the Marrakech Biennial 5, Marrakech,
Morocco, 2014; Sharjah Biennial 11, Sharjah, United Arab
Emirates, 2013; 18th Biennale of Sydney, 2012; SoundLAB
3rd Digital Art Festival, Rosario, Argentina, 2007; and
The Beirut Arts Festival, Lebanon 2004.
• Recommended age groups: Middle and upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: 3D, Islamic
Sufism, digital imaging rendering, installation, infinite,
religious doctrine, prophets, spirituality
• Did you know?: Many names have been given to the
infinite, including Allah, Divine and God; numerous
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70,000 Veils 2014
100 channel digital video,
100 LCD monitors, 3D
glasses, sound
dimensions variable
Courtesy the artist and
Milani Gallery, Brisbane
The title of Khaled Sabsabi’s
work originates from the
Prophet Mohammed’s
teaching that ‘there are
70 000 veils of light and
darkness separating the
individual from the divine.’
In 70,000 Veils, Sabsabi
explores the depths of this
teaching, exploiting the
infinite possibilities of digital
image rendering and media
technology to contemplate
its spiritual essence and
application within a lived
reality. Each of the 100
monitors in this installation
plays an individual file

Born 1965, Tripoli, Lebanon. Lives and works Sydney,
Australia.
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prophets and saints have spoken of their existence,
such as Jesus and Mohammad, and various artists have
represented their images, prophecies and beliefs.

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

PREPARE
•
•
•
•

•
•

What is a veil?
What do think is meant by the term ‘70,000 veils’?
What is Islamic Sufism? What relationship does the
term ‘70,000 veils’ have to islamic Sufism and to spiritual endeavour?
Historically how has spirituality influenced art?
Can you name any famous spiritual artworks?

•
•

EXPLORE
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Describe your immediate response to 70,000 Veils.
Explain your response by making specific reference to
the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Khaled
Sabsabi to create 70,000 Veils.
Describe the way 70,000 Veils has been installed in
the exhibition space. How does the placement of the
artwork affect audience response?
This is the largest installation in the exhibition. Make
sure that you look at how it is constructed. Some
people have described it as a book on it side. Do you
agree?
What does the artwork look like without using the 3D
glasses?
What happens when you use the 3D glasses to look at
the artwork?
Make sure that you move around the installation. How
does this change the experience compared to when
you stand still?
How does sound add to the experience of the artwork?
What sound is used? What if there was no sound, how
would that change the experience?

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about 70,000 Veils, what is the
intended meaning and message of the artwork?
Explain why Khaled Sabsabi titled the artwork 70,000
Veils.
Explain how 70,000 Veils relates to the thematic focus
of Experimenta Recharge.
Approximately every thirty seconds, one or sometimes
two of the monitors revert to a blank monitor. This was
an accident , but by allowing these blank monitors it
has been suggested that Khaled Sabsabi is connecting his ideas to the dualities of the visible and invisible.
What does this mean? Do you agree?
Discuss 70,000 Veils in terms of the finite (the images
taken) and the infinite.
Research the artistic practice of Khaled Sabsabi. In
what sense is 70,000 Veils representative of his artistic
practice?

MAKE
Create an artwork inspired by 70,000 Veils that is based on
a spiritual story of your choice.

USEFUL LINKS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhWsejT1KKA
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Leisa Shelton. Mapping Australian Media Art (performance still, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne) 2014–16. performance, desk, chairs, archive
cards, rubber stamps, stainless steel archive boxes, custom built plinth. 90 x 236 x 38cm. archive box installation designed and fabricated
by James McAllister/BARBOUR and Tom Burless/TOMIKEH. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist.

SHELTON
14 LEISA
[AUSTRALIA]
ARTWORK INFORMATION
an impression on them and
marked us as a culture. Notes
from each conversation
will be documented on an
individual archive card,
stamped and signed, and
placed in a handcrafted
archive box. Individual cards
will never be displayed and
will only ever be accessed by
the artist. This process will
be repeated at each venue as
Experimenta Recharge tours
Australia during 2015–16,
building a serendipitous
history of media art across
Australia.
While Mapping Australian
Media Art honours
the handmade and the
individual, it shifts
significance beyond the
tangible material produced,
marking conversations,
collective remembering and
the sharing of information
as vital, conceptually rich
outcomes.

Leisa Shelton is a performance artist, maker and curator
whose practice foregrounds collaboration and advocacy
for new Australian transdisciplinary work. Her practice
concentrates on developing new frames for the presentation
of performance alongside greater sustainability within arts
practice.
In 2008, Shelton founded Fragment31, a multidisciplinary
collective focusing on contemporary performance practice.
Shelton has directed and collaborated on productions with
Arts House & Malthouse Theatre, Melbourne; Performance
Space, Sydney Theatre Co & Belvoir St, Sydney. She led the
Postgraduate course in Performance Making (Animateuring)
at Victorian College of the Arts, Melbourne (2008–13) and
was guest artist at Taipei National University of the Arts
(2012); Theatre Training and Practice, Singapore (2004);
and DasArts, Amsterdam, Netherlands (2008). She currently
teaches independently across Australia and lectures within
the Centre for Cultural Partnerships, VCA Melbourne.
In 2014, Shelton is a guest collaborator with Century
Contemporary Dance Co. Taipei, Taiwan, and co-curator
of Venice International Performance Week 2014, Italy.
Visit the Experimenta Recharge website at
http://experimenta.org/recharge/ for session times.
• Recommended age groups: Middle and upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: media art,
mapping, archive, memory, Individual and collective
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Mapping Australian Media
Art 2014–16
performance, desk, chairs,
archive cards, rubber stamps,
stainless steel archive boxes,
custom built plinth
90 x 236 x 38cm
archive box installation
designed and fabricated
by James McAllister/
BARBOUR and Tom
Burless/TOMIKEH
In Mapping Australian
Media Art, Leisa Shelton has
responded to a perceived
lack of knowledge about
the history of media
art in Australia. In this
participatory project, Shelton
will sit at a table in the
gallery inviting individuals
to join her in a conversation
about significant encounters
they have had with media
art in Australia – to name
the artists that have made

Born 1964, Warwick, Qld, Australia. Lives and works
Melbourne, Australia.
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memories, history, encounter, participatory art
• Did you know?: The origins of media art can be traced
to the moving photographic inventions of the late 19th
century such as the zoetrope (1834), the praxinoscope(1877) and the zoopraxiscope (1879).

PREPARE
•

•
•
•

Map (noun)
A visual representation of an area; a symbolic depiction
highlighting relationships between elements.
Map (verb)
Represent an area; mark; make a map of.
What would a map of your memories look like?
What is the meaning of the word ‘archive’?
Why is it important to archive knowledge for future
generations?
Spend time as a class, discussing your memories of
interacting with art in public spaces or attending art
exhibitions. Have you ever attended an exhibition of
media art? Ask your parents to share their memories of
your art encounters.

EXPLORE
•

•
•

•

•

•

Describe your immediate response to Mapping
Australian Media Art. Explain your response by making
specific reference to the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Leisa
Shelton to create Mapping Australian Media Art.
Describe the way Mapping Australian Media Art has
been installed in the exhibition space. How does the
placement of the artwork affect audience response?
What other artworks in the exhibition are concerned
with archiving knowledge? What do the artworks have
in common? How do the artworks differ?
If Leisa Shelton is in residence, you will be able to tell
her about your memories of media art. After you have
met with Shelton, ‘map’ your experience of participating in the project.
Is Mapping Australian Media Art media art? After all,
it is the one of the few artworks in the exhibition that
does not require electricity.

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Mapping, what is the intended meaning and message of the artwork?
Explain why Leisa Shelton titled the artwork Mapping.
Explain how Mapping Australian Media Art relates to
the thematic focus of Experimenta Recharge.
Mapping Australian Media Art emphasises the handmade. Why do you think this is the case?
Why do you think Shelton wants the public to participate in the project?
Shelton has claimed that she wants her audience ‘to be
honoured, be given agency, create history, value collective memory, encounter shared intimacy’. How does
Mapping Australian Media Art achieve this intention?
What other artworks in the exhibition are concerned
with archiving knowledge? What do the artworks have
in common? How do the artworks differ?
Research the artistic practice of Shelton. In what sense
is Mapping representative of her artistic practice?
Who are Australia’s most celebrated media artists?
Working as a class, make a list of Australian media
artists, past and present. Select one artist to research
in detail. Investigate the artist’s life and art practice.
Explore the techniques and processes used by the
artist. Select key artworks by the artist to analyse in
detail. Investigate the artist’s influences and sources
of inspiration. Create a visual display that conveys this
information to an audience. Choose a format that is in
keeping with the artist’s work.

MAKE
Create your own ‘mapping’ installation in your classroom.
Make a space in the classroom for the installation. Invite
each student to share a memorable art moment.

USEFUL LINKS
http://fragment31.com.au/key-artists/leisa-shelton/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUdyBoDpclw
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Leisa Shelton. Mapping Australian Media Art (performance still, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne) 2014–16.
performance, desk, chairs, archive cards, rubber stamps, stainless steel archive boxes, custom built
plinth. 90 x 236 x 38cm. archive box installation designed and fabricated by James McAllister/BARBOUR
and Tom Burless/TOMIKEH. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist
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teamLab. 100 years sea [Running time: 100 years] (still) 2009. 5 channel digital HD animation. duration: 100 years.
Exhibition copy from the edition of 3 + 1 AP. Image courtesy Ikkan Art International. © the artists

Formed in 2001 by Toshiyuki Inoko, Tokyo, Japan.

15 [JAPAN]

teamLab

ARTWORK INFORMATION
recognition blurs the
subject and object, while
in the Western tradition of
perspective, there is a line
of separation between the
self and the outside world.
As he says: ‘What if a visual
approach different from
Western spatial recognition
took root and became the
norm?... before long the
boundaries between man
and his environment would
stop making sense, and we
might create a new kind of
society and culture. That
is a bit hyperbolic on my
part, but that’s the kind of
artwork we’d like to create at
teamLab.’
The presentation of this work
in Experimenta Recharge
and its national tour will
have Australian audiences
experiencing approximately
one and a half years of the
animation.
The presentation of this
work has been made possible
with support of Digistor and
Autodesk.

teamLab has exhibited extensively, including at: National
Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation (Miraikan),
Tokyo (2014–15); Garden of Unearthy Delights: Works
by Ikeda, Tenmyouya & teamLab, Japan Society, New
York, USA (2014–15); mission [SPACE x ART] - beyond
cosmologies, Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo,
Japan (2014); Ultra Subjective Space, Pace Gallery,
New York, USA (2014); Distilling Senses: A Journey
through Art and Technology in Asian Contemporary Art,
Hong Kong Art Centre, Hong Kong (2013); If the World
Changed, Singapore Biennale (2013–14); We are the
Future, National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Taichung,
Taiwan (2012); and Kansei - Japan Design Exhibition, Les
Musées des Arts Decoratifs, Paris, France (2008).
• Recommended age groups: Primary and secondary
students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: animation,
World Wildlife Fund, climate change, global warming,
rising sea levels, prediction, man, environment
• Did you know?: Australia is a coastal society with 85
per cent of the population living in the coastal region.

PREPARE
•
•

•

What is climate change? Make a list of the significant
impacts of climate change.
What is sea level rise? What are the causes of sea level
rise? What places are most vulnerable to flooding from
sea level rise, now and in the future?
Is Australia at risk of rising sea levels?
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100 years sea [Running time:
100 years] 2009
5 channel digital HD
animation
duration: 100 years
Exhibition copy from the
edition of 3 + 1 AP
Courtesy the artist and Ikkan
Art Gallery, Singapore
In 100 years sea [Running
time: 100 years],
interdisciplinary Japanese
creative group teamLab
animate the 2009 prediction
by World Wildlife Fund
for Nature (WWF) that sea
levels will rise by 120cm by
the end of this century. The
animation began on the 10th
of December 2009 and runs
for 100 years.
teamLab have drawn from
the traditional Japanese
Yamato-e style of painting
and logic to produce this
work. Founder and Director
of teamLab, Toshiyuki Inoko
believes the underpinning
logic of Japanese spatial

teamLab was founded by Toshiyuki Inoko in 2001, and
has been at the forefront of digital innovation and art
since. teamLab is a technologist company of engineers,
mathematicians, architects, CG animators, web designers,
graphic designers, artists, editors and more. In their creative
practice, teamLab produce a range of polished media art
works spanning locative media, robotics, interactive sound
installations and immersive environments.
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USEFUL LINKS:
http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/
climate-science/climate-change-future/sea-level
http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/
adaptation/australias-coasts/mapping-sea-level-rise

EXPLORE
•

•
•

•
•

Describe your immediate response to 100 years sea
[Running time: 100 years). Explain your response by
making specific reference to the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by teamLab
to create 100 years sea [Running time: 100 years).
Describe the way 100 years sea [Running time: 100
years) has been installed in the exhibition space. How
does the placement of the artwork affect audience
response?
Describe the landscape that features in 100 years sea
[Running time: 100 years).
Look at the digital clock. What time does it show?

MAKE
Create an artwork that makes a statement about climate
change.

USEFUL LINKS
http://www.team-lab.net/en
http://www.team-lab.net/en/portfolio/100yearssea-2.html
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCYab90rmhVPfbrnmN-Zmwhg
http://vimeo.com/user815645

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
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Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about 100 years sea [Running time:
100 years), what is the intended meaning and message
of the artwork?
Explain why teamLab titled the artwork 100 years sea
[Running time: 100 years).
Explain how 100 years sea [Running time: 100 years)
relates to the thematic focus of Experimenta Recharge.
What understanding does each panel of 100 years
sea [Running time: 100 years) convey about rising sea
levels?
How is the size and scale of 100 years sea [Running
time: 100 years) integral to its communication of
meaning?
In what sense is 100 years sea [Running time: 100
years) culturally specific? Does this compromise its
universal meaning?
Why is the digital clock an essential element of the
artwork?
Who is teamLab? Is 100 years sea [Running time: 100
years) representative of their artistic practice?
In 100 years sea [Running time: 100 years) teamLab
makes a statement about an environmental issue. What
other artists are using their artwork to explore environmental issues? Use the internet to locate these artists
and examples of their artwork.
100 years sea [Running time: 100 years) provides an
artistic explanation of rising sea levels. Write a scientific
explanation that corresponds with the content of the
animation.
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Masha Tupitsyn. Love Sounds (still) 2014. digital video, sound. 4:07:27. Image courtesy and © the artist

16
[UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA]

MASHA TUPITSYN

ARTWORK INFORMATION
practice of amour courtois.
Partly inspired by Christian
Marclay’s ontology of time
in cinema, THE CLOCK,
and René Magritte’s word
paintings, which textualized
the visual tropes of painting
with “written” images, LOVE
SOUNDS, a sound poem and
history, dematerializes cinema’s
visual legacy and reconstitutes
it as an all-tonal history of
critical listening.
Masha Tupitsyn, 2014

Masha Tupitsyn is a writer, critic, and multimedia artist.
She is the author of the books Like Someone in Love: An
Addendum to Love Dog (Penny-Ante Editions, 2013) Love
Dog (Penny-Ante Editions, 2013), a multimedia art
book, LACONIA: 1,200 Tweets on Film (ZerO Books,
2011), Beauty Talk & Monsters, a collection of filmbased stories (Semiotext(e) Press, 2007), co-editor of the
anthology Life As We Show It: Writing on Film (City Lights,
2009). The final instalment of her immaterial trilogy is the
sound film, Love Sounds, a 24 hour oral history of love in
cinema: http://penny-ante.net/title/love-sounds/ Her fiction
and criticism have been published in numerous journals and
anthologies. In 2011, she wrote a radio play for Performa
11, Time for Nothing, the New Visual Art Performance
Biennial in conjunction with Frieze. She is a senior editor
at Berfrois and a contributing writer for Entropy. Her blog
is: http://mashatupitsyn.tumblr.com
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Love Sounds 2014
digital video, sound
4:07:27 hours
Cinema remains the last
medium for speaking and
performing love culturally.
While much emphasis has
been placed on the visual
iconography of love, with the
exception of music, very little
attention has been given to
love as an aural phenomenon
since the tradition and

Born New York City, United States of America. Lives and
work New York City.
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Masha Tupitsyn. Love Sounds (still) 2014. digital video, sound. 4:07:27. Image courtesy and © the artist

• Warning: This work contains sexually explicit material
and is not suitable for children.
• Recommended age groups: Senior secondary
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: love, cinema, romance, video and sound installation, iconography, aural,
• Did you know?: Thomas Edison is credited with creating the first romantic film, The Kiss (1896). The 20-second film depicts the first kiss in cinematic history.

PREPARE
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Describe your immediate response to Love Sounds.
Explain your response by making specific reference to
the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Masha
Tupitsyn to create Love Sounds.
Describe the way Love Sounds has been installed in
the exhibition space. How does the placement of the
artwork affect audience response?
How long did you listen to Love Sounds? What did
you hear? Is it likely that an audience would listen from
beginning to end?
Did it strike you as odd that an artwork about a visual
medium - film - does not rely on images but rather
sounds?
Why is the television screen essential to the artwork?

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Love Sounds, what is the
intended meaning and the message of the artwork?
Explain why Masha Tupitsyn titled the artwork Love
Sounds.
Explain how Love Sounds relates to the thematic focus
of Experimenta Recharge.
How is Love Sounds a critique of cinematic love?
Love Sounds is based on Christian Marclay’s The
Clock, and René Magritte’s word paintings. Locate
information about these artists and artworks and then
use this information to explain how the work of Marclay
and Magritte have inspired Love Sounds.
Research Tupitsyn’s practice as an artist. In what sense
is Love Sounds representative of Tupitsyn’s artistic
practice?

MAKE
Love Sounds is an audio history of love in cinema. Choose
your favourite film genre as the focus for a sound poem.
Name the films that would feature in your sound poem.
What dialogue would form the content of your sound
poem? What message would your sound poem convey
about the selected genre? Prepare an exploration proposal
that formulates the content and parameters of your sound
poem.

USEFUL LINKS
http://mashatupitsyn.tumblr.com/
http://vimeo.com/93458680
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•

•

Do you like romantic films?
How does cinema portray love?

EXPLORE
•

REFLECT AND RESPOND
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PREPARE

17 [JAPAN]

EI WADA

•

ARTWORK INFORMATION
Toki Ori Ori Nasu: Falling
Records 2013
reel to reel tape decks,
pedestals, sound
410 x 70 x 70 cm each
– Story of Falling Records –
In the morning, the banging of
a drum reverberates through the
back-alleys.
It is in fact not a drum though,
but the sound of the rice
dealer’s own way of repairing
his malfunctioning rice mill
by banging against it every
morning.
Today everyone in town knows
the sound of this wake-up call,
and before long the rice dealer’s
mill even came to be used as a
drum in the street carnival.
It was around the same time
that they unearthed a rotary
magnetic recorder as it was used
for sound recording back in the
20th century.
People with a great interest

in the phenomenon of
accumulated time turning into
volume have erected a giant
tower of electronicos in the
square.
“Electronicos” is what the
“electronics” that human
civilization once created
morphed into, casting away the
manual, and draping itself in a
smell of new culture instead.
In the evening hours, the
magnetic material starts falling
down as it rotates and plays
music, drawing shapes and
patterns with time.
“Look, the 20th century is
falling down! Down like a
waterfall...”
This is how people scream in the
face of this sound and scenery.
“Electronicos Fantasticos!”
Ei Wada, 2013
The presentation of this
work has been made possible
with support from the Japan
Foundation.

•
•
•

EXPLORE
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Since 2009 Ei Wada has performed in the collaborative Open
Reel Ensemble, which combines the use of reel-to-reel tape
decks and modern technology to create a musical instrument.
Working with Open Reel Ensemble Ei Wada was awarded the
Best Performance Prize at the Japan Media Arts Festival for
the one-man performance installation Braun Tube Jazz Band –
a work made of Braun Tube Monitors. He has performed at the
Agency for Cultural Affairs, Tokyo, Japan; European Media Art
Festival, Osnabrück, Germany; Sónar, Barcelona, Spain; M4Music, Zurich, Switzerland; Transmediale, Berlin; Ars Electronica,
Linz and most recently at the 17th Japan Media Art Festival.

•

•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text and
online research about Toki Ori Ori Nasu: Falling Records,
what is the intended meaning and the message of the
artwork?
Explain why Ei Wada titled the artwork Toki Ori Ori Nasu:
Falling Records.
Explain how Toki Ori Ori Nasu: Falling Records relates to
the thematic focus of Experimenta Recharge.
How does the scale of Toki Ori Ori Nasu: Falling Records
influence audience response?
Why has Ei Wada selected a Strauss waltz to play while
the tape rewinds?
In what sense is the wall text an essential element of the
artwork?
The word ‘poetic’ has been used to describe Toki Ori Ori
Nasu: Falling Records. What makes Toki Ori Ori Nasu:
Falling Records a ‘poetic’ artwork?
What do you think Toki Ori Ori Nasu: Falling Records
challenges us to consider about our relationship with
technology both old and new?
Compare and contrast: Toki Ori Ori Nasu: Falling Records
and SKOR Codex.

MAKE
Ei Wada uses old technologies to create new artwork. Design
your own artwork that involves a re-imagining of technology
from the past.

USEFUL LINKS
http://onpa.de/?page_id=3325
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrJrIakKybE
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• Recommended age groups: Primary and secondary
students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: reel to reel
tape deck, cassette tape, sound installation, time, volume,
sound recording, upgrade
• Did you know?: The Beatles recorded many songs using
reel to reel tape as a musical instrument.

Describe your immediate response to Toki Ori Ori Nasu:
Falling Records. Explain your response by making specific reference to the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by Ei Wada to
create Falling Records.
Describe the way Toki Ori Ori Nasu: Falling Records has
been installed in the exhibition space. How does the
placement of the artwork affect audience response?
Did you recognise the audio equipment that Ei Wada has
used to create Toki Ori Ori Nasu: Falling Records?
Describe the patterns created by the falling tape.
Are any of the sounds familiar?
Explain the way the artwork relies on repetition.

REFLECT AND RESPOND

Born 1987 Tokyo, Japan. Lives and works Tokyo, Japan
Ei Wada is a musician and artist who uses a combination
of old electronic and acoustic instruments to create multichannel performance arrangements.

Spend time as a class discussing the audio equipment
that students own and use on a regular basis.
How do we record sound today?
How have we recorded it in the past?
When you buy new technology what happens to the old?
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Ei Wada. Toki Ori Ori Nasu: Falling Records (detail) 2013. reel to reel tape decks, pedestals, sound. 410 x 70
x 70 cm each. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist
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Ei Wada. Toki Ori Ori Nasu: Falling Records (installation view, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne) 2013. reel to reel tape decks,
pedestals, sound. 410 x 70 x 70 cm each. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist
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Raymond Zada. Acknowledged (installation view) 2014. plinth, perspex, soil, cut-out map, digital animation.
40 x 110 x 70cm. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist

18 [AUSTRALIA]

RAYMOND ZADA

ARTWORK INFORMATION
stripped of their physical
reference and hypnotically
float towards the viewer
above the red earth of the
Adelaide plains. Whilst
Adelaide City Council
adopted an Indigenous
acknowledgement to be
used at all official functions
in 2002, only its central
square bears a Kaurna
title in the dually named
Tarntanyangga/Victoria
Square. It is this square
that Zada’s disembodied
signs float over, and he has
placed the words of the City
Council’s acknowledgement
around the centrally located
statue of Queen Victoria.

Raymond Zada is an emerging artist working primarily with
photography, video, and digital design. He’s also an award‐
winning radio broadcaster with 13 years’ experience in
production, presentation, and technical operation. Raymond
Zada grew up in Port Augusta and Marree, South Australia.
He is Aboriginal with Afghan and Scottish heritage.
In 2013, Zada won the New Media category of the 30th
Telstra National Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Art Award
for his piece, Sorry (2013). In 2012, he won the Works on
Paper category of the 29th Telstra National Aboriginal &
Torres Strait Islander Art Award for his piece, Racebook
(2012). In 2010, Raymond was a writer, producer and
performer in OutBlak Adventures, which won a Ruby Award
for Community Impact Under $100,000. Zada has exhibited
his work at Tandanya National Aboriginal Cultural Institute,
Adelaide; Counihan Gallery, Melbourne; and Feast Festival
Hub, Adelaide. His work is held in the collections of the
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra; Museum and Art
Gallery of the Northern Territory, Darwin; and Art Gallery of
South Australia, Adelaide.
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Acknowledged 2014
plinth, perspex, soil, cut-out
map, digital animation
40 x 110 x 70cm
Raymond Zada’s work speaks
to the erasure of Kaurna
history and culture in his
hometown of Adelaide.
While documenting the
monuments and statues
that adorn the streetscapes
of Colonel Light’s City (as
Adelaide is often referred to)
he began to take notice of
the more prosaic markers
of the city – its street
signs. In this installation
these signs have been

Born 1971, Adelaide, Australia. Barkindji/Paakintji Peoples.
Lives and works Adelaide.
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Raymond Zada. Acknowledged (detail) 2014. plinth, perspex, soil, cut-out map, digital animation.
40 x 110 x 70cm. Image courtesy RMIT Gallery and Experimenta Media Arts. © the artist

• Recommended age groups: Middle and upper primary and secondary students at all year levels.
• Key themes, concepts and vocabulary: Kaurna people, Indigenous Australians, erasure of history and culture,
plinth, disembodied, dually named places, native title,
• Did you know?: The Kaurna people are a group of
Indigenous Australians whose traditional lands include
the area around the Adelaide Plains of South Australia.
They inhabited this area 40,000 years before European
settlement in 1836.

PREPARE
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe your immediate response to Acknowledged.
Explain your response by making specific reference to
the artwork.
Identify the materials and techniques used by
Raymond Zara to create Acknowledged.
Describe the way Acknowledged has been installed in
the exhibition space. How does the placement of the
artwork affect audience response?
What two flags can be seen? Is this important?
Why is the statue of Queen Victoria important?
How do you feel when the signs float towards you?
Why do the signs not have posts? Why do they float
above the square?
Make sure that you read the Acknowledgment of
Country.
What is the significance of including the grid and
Kaurna earth from the Adelaide plains? Explain its
relationship to the video.

REFLECT AND RESPOND
•

Drawing on the information provided by the wall text
and online research about Acknowledged, what is the
intended meaning and message of the artwork?
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•

It is most likely that the area you live in was once
inhabited by Indigenous Australians. Research who are
the traditional owners of your local area or your state.
As a class discuss how European settlement affected
the indigenous people of your area or state.
Are there any places that you know of that are dually
named to recognise the traditional owners of the land?
E.g. Uluru also known as Ayers Rock.
Does your school, sports club or community group
have Welcome to Country and Acknowledgement of
Country protocols? If yes, when are they used? If no do
you think that they should?

EXPLORE
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•
•
•
•

•

•

Explain why Raymond Zara titled the artwork
Acknowledged.
Explain how Acknowledged relates to the thematic
focus of Experimenta Recharge.
Discuss whether you think Raymond Zada is making a
political statement with his artwork?
Art critic Robert Nelson has said that Raymond Zada
Acknowledged has ‘a poetic relationship with symbols
which is often missing in interactive works’. Is this true?
As a class investigate local indigenous artists who
could come and speak to your class about being
Indigenous and about how this influences their artwork.
What other artworks in the exhibition are concerned
with indigenous themes and issues? What do the artworks have in common? How do the artworks differ?

MAKE
Raymond Zada used symbols relating to locations to
create his artwork. Design your own artwork that involves
using symbols of locations that are important to you.

USEFUL LINKS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TeJW9kQe4o4
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Brook Andrew. De Anima 2014. installation and performance with Justin Shoulder. Image courtesy the artist, Tolarno Galleries,
Melbourne and Galerie Nathalie Obadia, Paris and Brussels. © the artist. Photographer: Nik Harrison.

ANDREW
19 BROOK
[AUSTRALIA]
ARTWORK INFORMATION
blurring the space between
photography, sculpture,
video and performance. De
Anima pressures the visitor
to be immersed in its midst
by donning a costume and
being ready to experience a
new view as the small eyes
in a forest, and perhaps
understanding why this world
seems awkward for some and a
revelation for others.
The text by Aristotle to which
the work refers translates as
‘On the Soul’ and is renowned
for its suggestion that the
soul is inherent to all living
things. Andrew explains, ‘For
me, making the work was
about me trying to figure out
how the human ego and gaze
operates and the complexity
of that, because nothing’s ever

fixed. People have complex
understandings of themselves
in the world, which are not
part of the dominant doctrine,
which is often a hard road
to travel.’ Andrew, who is
of Wiradjuri and Celtic
descent, set about creating
a montage that explores the
‘complex complicity of human
interrelationships’.
De Anima includes an
ambitious new video with
score composed by Theodore
Wohng, performed by Benny
Dimas and Justin Shoulder
and collaging found archival
film footage, alongside a series
of photographic images and
sculptural forms. Dimas, as
part of the performance, sings
a suite of lullabies his Javanese
grandmother once sang, each

of which have a particular
bearing to colonial contact.
De Anima offers us an
immersive environment to
ponder human ego, time,
historical ‘facts’ and our
responsibility to linking
thinking and feeling.
De Anima is an associate
exhibition. Consult the
Experimenta Recharge website
for exhibition details.
DISCLAIMER: Please be
advised that De Anima
contains fiction, fact, drama,
nudity, sex, happiness, acts of
extreme violence and tragedy
(both human and animal),
propaganda, confusion and
images of deceased persons
from Australia and beyond.
Please ensure children are
supervised at all times.
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De Anima was first presented
as part of The Cinemas
Project, Bendigo Art
Gallery in 2014, curated by
Bridget Crone. Presented
as part of Experimenta
Recharge, De Anima will be
re-contextualised through a
program led by Brook Andrew
in collaboration with RMIT
Design Hub researchers.
While the film component is
a new medium for Andrew,
the work’s thematic concerns
are not. Several of his previous
works reframe colonialist
imagery and artefacts to both
acknowledge and reposition
their gaze.
Entering the installation,
visitors will become lost in
between worlds of fictions
and truths, challenging and
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Brook Andrew. De Anima 2014. installation and performance with Justin Shoulder and Mama Alto. Image courtesy the artist, Tolarno
Galleries, Melbourne and Galerie Nathalie Obadia, Paris and Brussels. © the artist. Photographer: Nik Harrison.

Born 1970, Sydney, Australia. Lives and works Melbourne,
Australia.
Brook Andrew works across mediums to challenge
cultural and historical perceptions and comment on issues
regarding race, consumerism and history. He draws
inspiration from institutional and found archive collections,
and works with communities and museum collections to
comment and create new work on historical object display
and perception.

USEFUL LINKS
http://www.brookandrew.com/
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In 2010 The Cell, originally exhibited at Sherman
Contemporary Art Foundation, Sydney, toured to MONA
FOMA Festival of Music and Art Hobart, PICA, Perth,
Australia and Govett-Brewster Art Gallery, New Plymouth,
New Zealand. Other exhibitions include De Anima, Bendigo
Art Gallery, Bendigo, Victoria, Australia and RMIT Design
Hub, Melbourne (2014–15); WITNESS, Lyon House
Museum, Melbourne (2014); Making Change Australian

Centre for Photography, Sydney and the National Museum
of China, Beijing, China (2013); Earth House, representative
at Australia House for the Echigo-Tsumari Triennial, Japan;
and 17th Biennale of Sydney, Sydney (2010). He was
curator of TABOO, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney
(2012) and has work in collections including National
Museum of Contemporary Art, Seoul, South Korea; National
Gallery of Australia, Canberra; Museum of Contemporary
Art, Sydney; ARTBANK, Australia; and Queensland Art
Gallery, Brisbane, Australia.
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Brook Andrew. De Anima 2014. installation and performance with Justin
Shoulder. Image courtesy the artist, Tolarno Galleries, Melbourne and Galerie
Nathalie Obadia, Paris and Brussels. © the artist. Photographer: Nik Harrison.
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Australian Dance Theatre. Collision Course (performance still) 2011. video installation. 33 mins. Image courtesy Australian Dance Theatre, Adelaide

20

GARRY STEWART
WITH AUSTRALIAN
DANCE THEATRE (ADT)
AND CARMELO MUSCA CM
FILM PRODUCTIONS (CM
FILMS) [AUSTRALIA]

ARTWORK INFORMATION
perceived in real time and
are drawn into the secret
world of the physics of our
bodies in full flight and
under stress. Collision Course
represents a diverse array of
body types shaped by their
training regimes to master
different physical disciplines
such as martial arts, rugby,
gymnastics, contemporary
dance, athletics, wrestling,
capoeira, breakdancing,
boxing and jive. The project
involves around 100 cast
members drawn from the
West Australian community.
The accompanying soundscape created by Perth based
composer Samantha Ray
is designed to reinforce the
monumentality of the action.

USEFUL LINKS
http://www.collisioncourseart.com/about.html
http://adt.org.au/the-company/person/
http://adt.org.au/current/work/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B77cUwN01x8

»» EXPERIMENTA RECHARGE ONLINE
Experimenta Recharge website: http://experimenta.org/
recharge/
Join the conversation about Experimenta Recharge:
#EXPERIMENTA
Twitter: https://twitter.com/search?q=experimenta%20
recharge&src=typd
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/
Experimenta-Media-Arts/109038895808909
Instagram: http://instagram.com/experimeta_
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/emaexperimenta
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Collision Course is a largescale study in movement.
It involves a series of
bodies colliding in mid-air
captured in extreme slow
motion at 1500 frames
per second. This results in
a one second event being
stretched in time to last
approximately one minute
so that the smallest gesture
becomes monumental. The
video shows 48 different
collisions sequentially over
33 minutes. In each collision
we witness in vivid detail
the enormous elasticity of
the body’s flesh and collagen
as faces, limbs and bodies
collide against each other.
Through technology we see
well beyond what can be

Born 1962. Lives and works in Adelaide. Stewart has been
the Artistic Director of the Australian Dance Theatre since
1999. Stewart studied at the Sydney City Ballet Academy
(1983) and the Australian Ballet School (1984–1985). He has
danced with the Australian Dance Theatre, the Queensland
Ballet, Expressions Dance Company and The One Extra
Dance Company and has performed with the Sydney Theatre
Company. Stewart began his dance training in 1983 and in
1997, founded the dance company Thwack. Alongside his
role as Artistic Director of Australian Dance Theatre, Stewart
pursues an active interest in audio-visual works. These works
are created in partnership with the dancers of Australian
Dance Theatre and national and international collaborators.
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Andre Hnatojko, Associate Degree of Design (Furniture)
Dale Hardiman, Bachelor of Design (Industrial Design)

Angelia Cuaca, Advance Diploma of Screen and Media
Bernadette Zajd, Masters of Architecture

Globally Recognised
for Creative Excellence
Sherman Chia, Bachelor of Design (Communication Design)
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www.rmit.edu.au

Nixi Kilick, Bachelor of Fashion (Design) (Honours)

Patricia Perwata, Certificate IV in Custom Made Footwear
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KEY PRESENTING PARTNER:

D I G I T A L

Media & Entertainment
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Experimenta Recharge: 6th International Biennial of Media Art, 2014 (installation view, RMIT Gallery, Melbourne)

RMIT Gallery Photographer: Mark Ashkanasy
Copyright of individual images remains with the artists. Copyright of text remains with the authors, Experimenta Media Arts and ATOM, 2015.

This study guide was produced by ATOM. (© ATOM 2015)
ISBN: 978-1-74295-544-5 editor@atom.org.au
For information on SCREEN EDUCATION magazine,
or to download other study guides for assessment,
visit <http://www.screeneducation.com.au>.

For hundreds of articles on Film as Text,
Screen Literacy, Multiliteracy and Media Studies,
visit <http://www.theeducationshop.com.au>.
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Join ATOM’s email broadcast list for invitations to
free screenings, conferences, seminars, etc.
Sign up now at <http://www.metromagazine.com.au/email_list/>.
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